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Board of Trustees considers selling

Students like School of Communications
Student Council President Roslyn Satchel are worHilltop Staff Wnter
ried about the board's motives for looking at
WHMM.
WHMM Channel 32, the only black-owned and
'The people on the board are concerned with
operated Public Broadcasting Station in the nation,
the bottom line; they don't realize that the station
is being reviewed by the Howard University Board
is not there to raise money, but it's there for educaof Trustees 10 determine its future.
tional purposes," Satchel said. 'They can't expect
University officials say that WHMM is not genit to bring in revenues like WHUR or any other
erating large amounts of revenue; therefore, the
commercial station."
board is studying the station to see if it is a wise
Satchel believes if Howard relinquishes
investment.
Channel 32's FCC license, a white university will
University President Franklyn G. Jenifer sa}·s
pick it up.
Channel 32 has his full support.
According to Hall, if the license is returned to
'The station has been fully funded for next year
the FCC, Howard University would probably
and the board doesn •t take action without my recnever get it back.
ommendation and I have made no recommendaFrenise Logan n, a broadcast technician for
tion for the station to be closed," Jenifer said.
WHMM, said the station's general manager,
However. Jenifer did admit that the Board or
Edward Jones, bad mentioned that the station's
Trustees makes the final decision, and right now.
license could be sold to American University.
they are reviewing their options: either the station
Among university officials, Channel 32
will work closer with the School of
employees and students alike. there is a fury of
Communications or the station will close.
controversy surrounding the future of the station.
Jenifer stressed, however, that the focus has not
One university official, who did not want to be
been on closing the station.
identified, hinted that the television station's worth
"There has been no decision of selling WHMM WHMM, which first aired Nov. 17, 1980, Is located at 2222 4th St., N.W. (adJacent to the School
had been d.iscussed among board members in an
because it is a PBS station. so that dispels that of Communications), The PBS station has 79 employees and 20 to 30 Interns each semester.
informal setting.
rumor," Vice President of Administration Jack
As the only black-owned public television stacussed concerns about the future of Channel 32.
Hall said.
own," Mathews said.
tion in the United States, the station is too valuable
"No one wants an entity that can't hold its own:
Hall said the Board of Trustees periodically
According 10 Scott, the station ·s goal is to be
an asset to lose, according to Bryan.
they (the board] probably looked at the financial
looks at the television sllltion and other university financially independent by-1he year 2000.
Dr. Jannette Dates, acting dean of the School of
enterprises to see if they are affordable.
"However. the station will close if Howard records, decided to do a study on it and then Communications, has no doubt that the university
WHMM Publicity Coordinator and Special University and the community don't give us their formed a committee," Bryan said.
will not lose its FCC license.
And, that's exactly what the board did.
Projects Assistant Harold Scott said it costs a total support," Scott added.
"Personally, I don't want to discuss it because
According to Hall, a committee chaired by board
of $6.2 million a year to run the station, and its
The community has recently shown its support
it's not going to happen," Dates said.
budget will be cut again this year.
by pledging more than $200,000 - the most member Gerald Prothro and four or five other
Employees at WHMM are not as confident
Undergraduate Trustee Leavy Mathews Ill said money ever raised in a WHMM membership drive. board members has been fonned to make recom- about the station's financial situation or its future.
the board has expressed some concern about the Hall said the station is also supported b) PBS. mendttt1ons to the Board of Trustees on Sept. 23
A WHMM employee, who wished to remain
about whether or not the university needs to
~talion·, e,:onomio dal>i/in·
gr.int,, lllld corporate ,poiuvt!..
''They did the same with the hotel and the radio
Fonner Undergraduate Trustee Kevin Bryan "improve things or ...eliminate things or how we,
PLEASE SEE WHMM, A6
station; they are trying to force them to hold their was in office last year when the board initially dis- in fact. can continue to exist as we are."

By Arnesa Howell

Congressional Black Caucus to hold legislative weekend
By Ayoka Campbell

Hilttop Staff Writer

Vital information and suggest·
ed solutions to problems in the
African-American community
will be exchanged by participants
of the Congressional Black
Caucus Foundation's 23rd annual
Legislative Weekend.
After the 1992 congressional
election, the caucus expanded
from 26 African-American members to 40 African-American
members
This weekend. the larger
membership will address a broad

range of pertinent issues facing
the African-American community, including voting rights, welfare reform. reparations. civil
rights, education. ancestral
preservation and economic parity.
Caucus members hope the
increase in membership will give
the organization a greater voice
in the community.
"For 22 years. the
Congressional Black Caucus
Foundation has brought together
some of America's most influential leaders during the Annual

Legislative Weekend. With this
year's dramatic increase of
Congressional Black Caucus
members and our enhanced
power and influence, the impact
of this year's event will be
unprecedented," Congressman
Harold Ford, said.
These influential leaders.
along with more than 250 distinguished scholars, political leaders. corporate executives and
community activists, wilt convene with more than 25,000 people in order to address critical
issues facing the African-

American community.
Kelvin Dickerson, assistant
press secretary for the
Congressional Black Caucus
Foundation, said there will be
several issue and braintrust
forums today that Howard stu•
dents may want to participate in.
"It gives the students the
opportunity to exchange dialogue
with the congressmen, community activists and other political
leaders. They can find out what
the problems and the solutions
are for those problems,'' he said.
Entertainment will also be a

part of this weekend's festivities.
A fashion show, a benefit concert
and an awards dinner will serve
as fundra1sers for the foundation 's educational programs and
its mission to broaden and elevate the political influence of
African-Americans.
"Students supporting these
fundraisers are helping to fund
the many fellowships, scholarships and internships the
Congressional Black Caucus
sponsors. We encourage them to
come to these events," Dickerson
said.

Celebrities involved in these
events include Dionne Warwick,
Regina Belle, Arsenio Hall, Boyz
II Meo and Ellis Marsalis.
"Generations of AfricanAmerican Leadership," an exhil>it that explores the contributions
of black leaders throughout history, wilt be displayed from 10
a.m. until 7 p.m. in the
Washington Convention Center
today, and from 10 a.m. until 3
p.m. Saturday, Sept. 18.
Registration for all events are
from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. in the
Washington Convention Center
Main Lobby today.

Energetic Waters to HIGHLIGHTS
quench students' thirst
By Oerrlcke M. Dennis

Hilltop Staff Writer
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i dren o a races ri e on one o t e

many carnival rides during the festivies for
Adams Morgan Day in one of the most
culturally-diverse neighborhoods in
Washington, D.C. Organizers for the annual
event began the festival as a way to bring
together the diverse ethnic neighborhood in
order to create peace and unity. As the carnival
took place, gospel fests went on all day, vendors
spread throughout the area and there was a
parade for children ages 5-12. The community
residents come from places such as Ethiopia,
Europe, Central America, Latin America and the
Carribean. The Adams Morgan area stretches
from 18th Street and Connecticut Avenue to
Florida Avenue and Columbia Road.
Photo by Ayoka Campbell

As keynote speaker at
Howard University's Opening
Convocation next Thursday.
California Congresswoman
Maxine Waters will be serving a
dual purpose.
Not only will Representative
Waters mark Howard's 126th
anniversary, but according to
University officials, she wilt also
fulfill student demands for a
more interesting speaker.
Artis Hampshire-Cowan,
Secretary of the University and
of the Board of Trustees said
Representative Waters was ini•
tially sought to draw more students to the annual event.
"Many of the students that l
spoke to s uggested that
Congresswoman Waters would
be an interesting speaker for this
year's event," Hamp shireCowan said. "Waters' acceptance of our invitation will make
convocation the student event it

is supposed to be."
Waters, now in her second
Congressional term, represents
South Central Los Angeles and
other surrounding communities
affected by last year's violence.
Her direct connection 10 the
situation led her to secure a $3
million grant to redevelop those
communities devastated by the
uprising. In addition, Waters has
sponsored legislation to secure
federal funding for national economic and infrastructure development as well as housing. business and employment programs.
Patrick Lacefield, a
spokesperson
from
the
Congresswoman's District
office, said her speech wilt focus
on the educational needs of
minority children and youths.
The ceremony, scheduled to
begin at 11 a.m., will be held at
Crarnton Auditorum and wilt be
televised at 9 p.m. Sunday on
WHMM-TV Channel 32.
Classes wilt be suspended from
10 a.m. to I p.m.

RALLY TODAY: A solidarity rally against the
Cuban embargo will be held today. A7
WONDER PLAZA CLASH:Howard's recent

purchase of Wonder Plaza has already sparked
controversy. A2
SKIN l'M IN: Howard students with tatoos and

prands share their experiences.B1
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QUOTE OF TUE WEEK
"A man who won't die for
something is not fit to live."
- Martin Luther King, Jr.
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HUSA clashes with administrat_i~n.
over use of Wonder Plaza acqu1~!,!!~~~
By Derrlcke M. Dennis
Hilltop Staff Writer
Howard University's recent
purchase of the Wonder Plaza
retail and office complex has
created a controversy over the
building's use, as administrative
plans and students' hopes clash.
At the official ribbon-cutting
ceremony last Friday, Howard
University President Franklyn
G. Jenifer described tentative
plans for the building include an
expanded university bookstore
and campus store, a new The
HILLTOP office, a computer
operations center and an international
affairs
center.
Administrators who support the
plans for the building say these
offices and services currently
suffer from a space shortage.
"All of us involved in the
deal laid claim to a dream and
made it a reality," Jenifer said.

"We have created an opportunity
to expand Howard, its offices,
facilities and services into the
next millennium toward the
greater goal of making Howard
a city within a city."
But not everyone is so optimistic about the administration's
plans. Howard University
Student Association President
Terri Wade said the proposed
plans for the building, tentative
or not, lack the initial input of
the students. And students,
according to Wade, should be
the most important beneficiaries
of the purchase.
"We feel this acquisition
should benefit the student body.
This is why members of HUSA,
the Undergraduate and Graduate
Student Assemblies, as well as
the presidents of each student
council deemed it necessary 10
express student views on the
Wonder Plaza at the ribbon-cut-

IJloward chooses alumni
·nvestment bank and reaps
benefits, profitable results
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ting ceremony." Wade said.
Wade's proposal calls for an
addition of a shuttle bus stop at
the Howard Plaza Towers to
accommodate student patrons
and employees of the Plaza, the
development of a universi ty
audio and video production srudio and the use of the Wonder
Plaza parking lot as a student
parking lot. The proposal also
urges university administrators
to refra in from moving THE
HILLTOP from its space in the
West Plaza Towers.
The HUSA proposal also
calls for the relocation of the
Student Health Center and the
Alumni Affairs Office into the
building or an adjacent property
and the establishment of a one to
one ratio of students to administrators on Howard's development planning board for the
Wonder Plaza.
Purchased Aug. 30 from

Howard communist club protests
U.S. military presence in Somalia
By Mandlnema Kumbula
Hilltop Staff Writer
"From Waco to Mogadishu. Clinton is
a racist murderer!"
The picket sign in front of the
Mordicai Wyatt Johnson Administration
building symbolized the frustrations of a
small communist organization called the
Howard Spartacus Youth Club.
Although few students gave the four
demonstrators a fleeting glance, the
Spartacists remained undaunted in their
protest of the presence of U.S. troops in
Somalia.
According to Mohamed Farah
Aideed's Somalia National Alliance. 37
Somalis were killed and 62 were injured
during a battle between Somalian guerillas
and U.S. troops Sept 13. The Spartacists
blame the U.S. for the bloodbath at a
Mogadishu hospital and refer to U.S.
troops as "Clinton's hit squad."
In the Socialist newspaper, "Workcl'\
Vanguard", the Spanacists appeal to the
working class 10 join their struggle against
capitalism.
"lf you are interested in overthrowing
capitalism and changing the history of the
world forever, join us," said William
Gruen, a 19-year old sophomore said.
Gruen, who is a white student, considers himself to be a liberal and a revolu1ionary. While growing up in a New York
neighborhood saturated wi th raci st attitudes, Gruen said he read black revolu-

Howard
takes on recycling projects
By Allya
Davis

Hilltop Staff Writer
Many students think the
African-American community
has enough concerns without
having 10 deal with the Earth's
problems too. But there are some
Howard students who think otherwise. And those students, in
conjunction with members of
Community Outreach and
Howard University Support
Services, are realiz.ing that recycling is not only environmentally
sound, but can also be financially
rewarding.
Last year, the university saved
$10,000 on its garbage bill,
according to Transportation
Supervisor Joseph Cleveland.
The university is charged for
garbage by the ton, so the less
waste there is to be dumped, the
more the university saves. In
addition to the savings, recycling
revenues produce from $250 to
$350 a month, Cleveland
explained.
Washington D.C. law requires
all businesses, including univer-

sities, to recycle. To be in full
compliance with this law, the
university would have to supply
all of its buildings with paper.
plastic, aluminium and glass
receptacle bins. But Howard has
not met this goal.
As one university official
explained, the university does not
have an allocated budget for a
campus-wide recycling program.
"Recycling is a liability for
the university," said Alonzo
Johnso n. director of Support
Services. "The driving force
(behind the recycling program) is
to reduce the weight of the
trash."
Existing efforts are funded by
the transportation budget, a twoman transportation crew and by
Cleveland.
"You can't do anything without a budget. I think the guys are
doing a good job at what we do,"
Cleveland said.
The money made from the
recycling buy-back centers is
used to purchase more of the
cardboard recycling bins. The
bins cost $4.75 10 $5 each.

President Franklyn G. Jenifer shares plans for Wonder Plaza.
.
Douglas
Development building located at 2218 Sixth
Corporation, the Wonder Plaza St.: and the existing Wonder
offers more than 65.000 square Bread Bakery, located at 2260
feet of unused space on its sec- Sixth St.
ond and third levels. Along with
James Fletcher, vice presithe acquisition came ownership dent of Fiscal Affairs and uni of the parking facility behind the versity treasurer, expressed his
plaza; a small, newly-renovated gratitude for Wade's presenta-

"We certainly have our work
cut out for us," Fletcher said.
"The administration feels very
strongly that this venture should
benefit the students. Ms. Wade's
suggestions are excellent and
will be solemnly reviewed and
considered before any definite
plans are made."
UGSA member Omar Karim
shares Wade's concerns.
"While we do believe that the
university will benefit from the
relocation of the bookstore and
campus store, the computer center operations and the international affairs center, there's a
vision and a plan here that does
not involve t he students,"
Karim said. "Jenifer is trying to
fulfill a good dream. But, the
dreams of the current and future
students of Howard University
are more important."

There are white paper recycling boxes in every building and
dormitory, according
to
Cleveland. These buildings all
have scheduled pickup dates during the week. Recently. cardboard boxes for cans, bottles and
newspapers were provided for
some buildings in an effort to
keep up with the conditi ons of
the recycling law.
Danielle Jones is a member of
the Howard University Student
Association
Community
Outreach program. She said she
would like to see the universitywide implementation of a more
complete recycling program .
"If we can recycle and make
some money. why not do it?"
Every penny counts, and it is the
law," Jones said.
Community Outreach is in the
planning stages of a campuswide recycling program. Jones
hopes 10 have groups and private
organizations sponsor the placement of recycling bins around
the campus. The organization
may ask the university 10 supply
better-quality plastic receptacles.

tionary writers and
decided to come to
Howard. He believes
that oppressed blacks
should be involved in
the struggle for equality
around the world. He's
PAlliA{:·
been a member for one
5C ·
year.
University of
'
Maryland Junior Jeff
,
London, who has been
a member of the Photo by Leslloyd Alleyne
Howard
Spar11c1st The Spartaclsts voice their opposition to Clinton's Intervention
Youth Club for three
panel discussions, marches and demonyears. was the main speaker at the demon- strations.
stration staged Tuesday, Sept.14. He said
During Fourth of July weekend. memit is useless to plead with the government bers protested Jim Crow racism at Denny's
for change. He feels that the U.S. has restaurant in Woodbridge, Va. The restauattempted 10 maintain the ·new world rant had refused service to 125 members of
order· by terrorizing Grenada. Panama. the Martin Luther King Jr. Children's Choir
Libya and Somalia.
earlier this year, and the Spartach1s chasLondon. 24. describes the club as a ti,ed Denn>'' with signs such as. "Oenny's
Trotskyist organization because they : Anu-Black. Anti-Luuno. Anti-Gay"
believe in class s truggle and hope to
During the winter of 1992, the club
polarLi:e socie ty across class lines. protested the murder of Or. David Gunn
London's mission is to end racism. which by Right to Life acti,•ists in Florida. The
he says has bred inequality and misery.
Spartacists are pro-choice and considered
"I began 10 see that racism is not just their actions 10 be a militant clinic defense.
isolated in racist individuals. It's part of In 1988. the s tudents led a successfu l
the nature on which this society is built. protest that kept the Ku Klux Kinn from
It's built on racism," London said.
marching in Philadelphia.
The club. founded 10 years ago. folOn Sept. 25. the club will sponsor a
lows the belief that the U.S. ~hould imple- Cuba forum in the Undergraduate Library.
ment a socialist approach to government. They also plan to protest in front of the
Club members have upheld a tradition of White House in the near future.

I

UGSA retreats to prepare for productive year
Representatives focus on communication, discuss responsibilities
"Awakening of the Meo::!" i.~ the
theme for die Ho"anl Uni\'crsity
Urmgr-.war Studn As,ocialioo.
ancJ the 1nerrb::rs of e ~
b:g;al the nwnlialing with a wt\!.kend retreat Sep. I1.
Rt:creiltoooo:!inatorand School of
Business representative Kanika
Magee said theretre;i':; ~ Wlb
to help lhe repre,;entatives get to
lmow one nnolber anJ familiarize
thtmseh'l:S with tbci. te<:(Xll1S11ilities
IOthe <rg:mizaliori nnd to the Slin'llt
body they reire,,ett.
The retreat wa-. divided into two
ims, The fir.tpattfoeu;ed on communication skills facilitated by
Howard alumnus and former
UGSA member Toni Blackmon.
'Jbe ~ patt \I/a', 311 imowction
to J:Qlfuuresiary procedures flQlilar.
ed by D.C. Purlian-.:niarian Ja;eplt
H. H'Irri.<Joo.
UGSA Grievance Director
Sh3ree1bwruenlisa~ve
from the College of Arts and

Sciences and acts as a liaison
between the asSOC"iation and the
adrnini>lrJtioo.
Duing an qien disawoo in the
fu1il ~on, Townsend di.<CU.,;.,;ed
the rmnb:r; 1ec:iul'ilb1ities. >tres.,._
ing the fuct th.'.ll the tqre;cntllives
a::t ~ the \'Dices of the undergrawate Slld.-nt body. She reilellllOO the
need fur memben, to nuend C\'el)'
UGSA rm:ting.
''(UGSA) has 11 lot of ]m:l1ial
]XMtt but wiltnlt ~ t0 help to
develop a channel of communicalioo with the udinini.~1,tioo. nahing
will be dooe," she Slid
According to Townsend, the
grievance rommill(C 's fwiaioc1 is
to recognize and resolve student
complaints. She added that open
lines of eorrununication between
studenls 1111d the administrntioo are
critical, not only to the grievance
<Xll!111litlee. but also to the UGSA a'I
a \\-hole..
Luwmda Blanchani, ~
live for the College of Arts and
Sciences. e retre:Jt W$ a good
idea because the representatives

s.oo

need to l.llldeNinl how the apn7aliai wtlk!-.
"The retreat will hopefully bq

rooreaihesi\ffleS.\," Bladadlllid.
l'GSA Fin.n:ial Adi.iv Onw
Karim .said the aganilillioo is ready
fer incrca,-xi ~i:m Aaudiic 10
Karim. UGSA is a ''CIY ~-c ~
th8I plnns t0 make thing; happen.
UGSA's main focus is to provide

programs fOf' all undergraduates,
Kraimcxplained
The School of Engineering iqe.
~ \ - e aikied that 1his yes's ..,_
ciDlioo is ve1y Afro.anric 111d cmcemed with morals. The group,
~ t0 Karim. t. comµ..cd .dfcctive ~\~ and leaden
lakingdmjobsserious!y.
Art.sand Sciences 11;,.csailili..,
Tamika Lang said that UGSA is
striving to overcome oosrades Ila
plagued its progress in the past,
including pcroonality conftittl aid a
lack of pamciJUio,1 tian some iq>iesentntives. UGSA will meec die
second Tue.day of each mondJ in
the Armour J. Blackbum Center
Fe.um at 7 p.m.
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! Miss Howard centers
({)) TJJ1f ! reign on university pride

SPEAK

SPEAK

Do you think the issue of sexually transmitted
diseases needs to be addressed on
college campuses?
"STDs arc: Jclimt.:ly not taken
senou,ly enoug)l. I think a lot or
people on cumpus take the issue
lig)ldy and don't lhink lhey can
beaffeciOOor
inrl"CIOO: •

Charmalne Slrner100

Pageant queen Rosalind White adds
national title to credential list

"lbey~be
addressed because I took
hcallh educalion..ind
there were a lot of dir
ca.,es I didrt't know
about. They CM jw,t
:...:..::...;"""'::i ~upon you and you
ne,-er know about it"

Senior, Criminal Jusdre

a

"Ye,. I feel that as young black
woman. a minority and a nursing
major, I know the affect, of
STDs. For those who don't, die
rno:.t important thing i, to be educated and promote safe sex:·

Katrina McCullar
Senior, College o( Nuning

"Most definitely Se" today ha.,
hecome a ~ubjoct !hat bas been
taken lightly Sine.: my goal " 10
become an obs1elricinn-gynecologi,1, I really do think dl;ll ir we
can bocome more educatoo on
STDs, dlll spread will slow
down:·

"Yes. I believe lhat
llllly are very import.1111 becau...: college
campuses are filled
wilh sexually active
people and lhi, is the
90s and AIDS is no
job:. We need to be
more aw:uc of the

Heather Bryant
Junior, l\fkrobiology

i

dqcnof~."

Compfw/~h• Brown
Photo. t,y Sharonda Stark&

!"/l
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By Melanie Hunter
Hilltop Staff Writer
In high school, profe.™>rs told
Rosalind White that she was not
college material. But you can bet
those old professors are now
choking on their words as she
wears the crown of "Miss
Collegiate African-American
1993-1994."
A native of Washington, 0.C..
White said she grew up in an
environment where many people
did not consider attending college. "I never paid any attention
to it," White said. White realized
that a college experience would
enhance her talents and help her
to reach her ultimate goals as a
perfonning artist.
White represented the College
of Fine Arts in the 1992-1993
Miss Howard pageant and is the
reigning Miss Howard.
White said the hardest part of
the pageant was the question and
answer segment. "You must
make sure your answers flow. It
should sound like you've
thought about it. But it shouldn't
sound rehearsed," the musical
theater major said.
The crown did not come
without a few sacrifices. Siit
months of training and $2,000
went into preparation for the
competition. And although the
Howllrd University Office of
Swdent Activities paid the $875
pageant entry fee, White covered
the rest of the eitpenses.
The office of student activi•
ties, White's friends and her fam•

ily were very supportive of her,
wanting her to capitalize on her
success to boost her career.
"Everyone was very eitcited
and proud of me," White said.
But there was one particular
person who inspired the pageant
queen. White's talent coach.
Corky Dozier of Miami. made a
lasting impression on the anxious contestant.
"She took to me as soon as we
met. She was very understanding. She made sure our talent
was the way we wanted it and
stayed up until 2 a.m. until we
got it right." White said.
And White definitely got it
right. She impressed the judges
with an elaborate collage of
poetry and a song entitled "Inner
Child." She left the pageant,
staged at Walt Disney World in
Orlando, Fla.. on June 27, with
much more than a crown, a wave
and a smile.
Miss Collegiate AfricanAmerican walked away with a
$10,000 scholarship, a I 994
Dodge Shadow, a trip to Egypt,
an African wardrobe and a year's
supply of Maybelline makeup.
White flew 10 Egypt with a
guest and a group from
Philadelphia radio station
WDAS before returning to
school. The group toured the
cities of Aswan, Luxor and
Cairo. as they visited tombs,
pyramids and the King
Tutankhanmen exhibit in an
Egyptian museum.
White's new title has brought
a lot of attention to the College

of Fine Arts and Howard
University. The university will
receive a $25,000 award from
Pro-line at the end of the queen's
reign.
During her reign, White will
tour 20 historically black col•
leges and universities. As part of
her college tour, which takes
place two weeks in Novem~r
and two weeks in February, the
queen plans to speak to srudents
about making college life work.
She plans to t.ell young people
that "you do have to srudy and
perfect your craft, and Howard
University is definitely the place
to do that."
White, a senior, said she will
acknowledge Howard in future
appearances and will incorporate
some element of performance
into her appearances on tour.
Although she said she does
not plan to be a contestant in
future pageants, the queen said
her pageant career will not be
finished at the end of this reign.
"It's a tremendous amount of
pressure. but I hope to coach
[pageant contestants] in the
future," White said. She advises
those who are planning to enter a
pageant competition to make
sure they are doing it for the
right reasons.
"Be sure this is what you
want. Don't allow others' opinions to influence you," the queen
said. "Be ready emotionally,
physically and spiritually. but
have as much fun as possible.
Work hard and play hard."

Channel 32 mourns death of public service director
By LaWanda Stone
Hilltop Staff Writer
Known to many as "a very
special
lady,"
Alfreda
McCrimmon. training assistant
and public service director for
WHMM-TV at Howard
Universi ty. died of cancer on

Saturday, Sept. 4. at the age of
32.
Born in Washington, 0.C.
on
Aug.
19,
1961,
McCrimmon grew up in D.C.
public schools. Later, she
attended the University of the
District of Columbia and transferred to Howard University.

She married Elder Quentin
McCrimmon in I 984. The couple established the Capital
Temple Church of God In
Christ ministry in 1987.
Within the church, "Lady
McCrimmon," as she was
affectionately called, was
devoted to prison and youth

Howard law students
forni new sorority

ministry, as well as music. Her
greatest love was the ministry
of prayer, according to her
husband.
"She was a spirit that God
planted, a flower in the
WHMM garden," Jim Brown,
her director said. "Everyone
looked up to Alfreda and
respected her."
According to Brown,
McCrimmon organized a student referral file for student
achievements: s tarted and
supervised the Community

law school."
youlh.
The members of the sorority
"I came to Howard Law value academics and being active because I wanted the experience
In conjunction with the recent in extracurricular activities.
of attending a black institution
emergence of many women to
"Five members arc on the and the support I would find
lhe forefront of previously male· Howard Law Journal, a high there," said University of
dominated fields, a new sorority honor for a law student. There Maryland graduate and sorority
has been established by 15 black are members on the Howard historian and parliamentarian,
women from Howard University Scroll and almost every other Zanetta Moore-Driggers. "I feel
School of Law.
this organization helps in that
On Aug. 15, 1993, t h e - - - - - - - - - - - - - • support system."
university recognized Alpha
Members of the new
Lambda Omega, Alpha
sorority want to see member•
Chapter, as a chanered orga•
ship eitpand. To be considnization on the law school
ercd for membership in
campus.
S
Alpha Lambda Omega, the
By Melissa E. James
H1l1op Staff Writer

According to the sorority's press release, the primary focus of the organization
is to establish a unified voice
for women of African
descent in the legal community.

"We were not getting
a lot of support;
J,
hb · ·
t roug eing Ln
law school,,,
sorority President
Tadia Whitner
said.

prospective member must be
full-time law student
e nroll ed for at least one
semester and must be sponsored by a current member.
After an interview, all of the
members vote on the Candi -

mourn a devoted husband, her
mother, her father, aunts,
uncles, a grandmother, a sister,
five brothers, eight nieces, I 0
nephews and seven godchildren.
A sign on the door of
McCrimmon's office states,
"WHMM TV family member
Alfreda McCrimmon departed
this life on Saturday,
September 4, 1993." This spe•
cial lady will be missed by all.

-
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Dr. Wills offers everything a stu ent
needs for total health, inel11ding:
• SAME DAY APPOINTMENTS
• GYNCARE
•SKINCARE
• HEADACHE & NECK PAIN RX
• TREATMENT FOR SLEEP PROBLEMS

• EFFECTIVE WEIGHT REDUCTION
• STD EVALUATIONS & TREATMENT
• TREATMENT FOR EXAM ANXIETY
• STOMACH PROBLEMS
• ATHLETIC INJURIES

• COURTEOUS CONFIDENTIAL CARE

EVENING AND SATURDAY
APPTS. ALSO AVAILABLE

a

The female law students - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • date's acceptance.
initially established the
law school association," said
The University of Maryland
sorority in March to fill. what Leah Lcwi5 , co-founder of Alpha in Baltimore and Marquette
they called, a void on the law Lambda Omega.
University in Wisconsin are
school campus.
Several members are Merit presently considering the estab"We were not getting a lot of Scholars and are also involved in lis hm ent of beta and gamma
support," sorority President Tadia Program Northstar. a tutorial pro- chapters of Alpha Lambda
Whitner said. "It's rough being in gram for African-American Omega.

Calendar, which is produced
by Howard University SIU·
dents; and modified the stu•
dent training program at
WHMM.
"When I met Mrs.
McCrimmon at WHMM, she
made me feel at home. She
was there for students to talk
to for guidance, like a mother
and a friend. Always friendly,
always available, always willing to share," said Anthony
Roberts, a junior film major.
McCrimmon leaves to

Reginald D. Wills, M.D.
Your partner for a college
career of goo'iJ bealtb

Washington, D.C.

pickup
Dr.wills from
9-10-93

1263 Evarts Street, N.E.
(I block above 13th & Rhode Island Ave)
◄

blotka to Rhode Island ~let.to ttop

Ui.,,•011111 lo all 11.l . SI mh•111,

We accept AMX, Visn, MasterCard
(2 miles from H. U. Call for directions)

( ' .\I. I .

,.a;;. I t.00

1: on

Board Certified: Family Physici•n
Graduate1 Thomas Jefferson University l\'\edic.il
School; Family Therapy. Georgetown University
Board 1\-iember: National l\\cdic:Ll Association, D.C.
Vice Chairman: Credentials Committee of the

Medical Socic1y
l nttructor1 Howl.'lrd University School of l\\edicinc

\'\
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Peace on the horizon?
It seems incredible, but it's true. Not since
the crumbling of the Berlin Wall has there
been an international event so compelling as
the agreement between Palestine and Israel.
It's definitely history in the making.
Palestine Liberation Organization Chairman
Ya sser Arafat and Israeli Prime Minister
Yitzhak Rabin held secret meetings in reaching
an agreement for the adversarial governments
to become peaceful allies. Arafat has pledged
that the PLO will not use deadly force against
Israel, which includes the "intifada," or uprisings in territories occupied by the Israelis.
With the promise Arafat has made, Israel will
give che Palestinians back the territories they
once had.
In 1948, Israel took land that they proclaimed to be "theirs." The land was already
occupied by ihe Palestinians. After fighting the
Arabs for a year with the help of Great Britain,
Israel became a nation, forcing thousands of
Palestinians from their land, much like the
European settlers forced America's natives
away from theirs.
According to The Washington Post, within
four months after the signing of the peace plan,
the Israeli military forces will clear out of the

.1~.,
.,.

te rritor ies th at the Palcscinians are going to
govern. Th ese cerr ic ories will be Ga,a and
Jeri cho. Hopefu lly, these proclaimed autonomy
zones won't be mere reservations.
Where Ch ere's opcimism in this peace agree me nt , che r e is a lso skeptici\m. There arc
Jewi sh procestcrs. according to che Washington
Post, who a re agains c the peace plan and
allowing the PLO to have self rule. The Jewish
radical s believe chc plan won'c work and they
don ' t trust the PLO and Yassir Arafat. They
also think the PLO wil l jusc continue to terrorize Israel. Some Palestinian radicals are also
against Ara fat and che peace plan. These radi cals were upset with Arafat for secretly meeting with the Israelis. And the Palestinian rad icals are not satisfied that all of che land will
not be given up by the Israelis.
Will the peace pion work"? Timt' will te ll.
After years of fighting and a sudden agreement
for peace, along wi th autonomy zones for the
Palestinians, it seems quite far- fetched. How
many peopl e or nations nowadays would offer
foes some thin g they wanted or needed as a
gesture for peace? Or arc the territories for the
Palestini ans strictly being used as a pacifier by
the Israe lis?

l

Safety is imperative
For the past year, the Howard
University campus police have been without a
contract. They conducted two protest marches
last semester to demand a raise in salaries and
better equipment to do their jobs efficiently
and 10 protect themselves and the students .
According to a report made to The HILLTOP
last week, Howard University has more reports
of crime than other universities in the
Washington D.C. area. Part of the reason, if
not che main reason, is that Howard's campu s
is located in the second highest crime discrict
in Washingtbn, D.C.
·
'
The University Police Union, Metropolitan
Special Police Officers' federation has been
offered a new contract by the universicy, but
che union presidenc, Michael Henson, doesn't
believe that their problems will be solved
overnight.
Howard University is without a doubt a histori cally black institut ion with a proud and
great tradition, and what makes this university
continue ics fine tradition is without a doubc
che scudent body. Students and their parents
spend chousands of dollars per year to atte nd
Howard . Parents sending their children 10
Howard University are aware of its tradition of
being a great institution. However, they are
also aware of the schools location, and they are
going to worry about their children's safety.
Can anyone blame them? Sure, things happen 10 people, whether they're in college or
anywhere else, that are beyond anyone's con-

trol, but if there can be precautions made to
prevent any dangerous occurrences from happening, then these precaucions should be taken.
It appears 10 be inevitable thac crime will
always occu r in D.C. as well as all over the
naci on, but it should be chc responsibilit) of
the administration to look after che safety of
the people in whom they are investing. Ac the
same tim e, the students at Howard should be
wary of the areas in which chey dwell and
should simply be careful.
This al so includes caking care of the area in
which you reside. For example ,f che univer,1ty install s security camrras in the dormitone,
and other buildings around campus, they aren't
to be torn off the wall or ceiling, buc then
again who wants that type of security in their
dormitory? Ju st be aware of the fact that if
anything gets vandaliLed in the dormitory, it
shouldn ' t go unreporced. Gi,c the universicy
some credit. They are spend ing a lot of money
to acco mm oda cc the students with new and
renovated buildings, and tt docsn 't ma~c any
sense for students who don't seem tu appreciate them to vandahLe them and scill be able to
reside in them.
In orde r 10 continue the Howard legacy,
everyone should work together E~ery college
has its share of problems like Hov.ard. but they
sh ouldn 't ou t weigh a university·, strong
points . It can 't be difficult to have Howard a
little more secure.

Is T.V. a representation ofus?
Should students really be concerned about
whac's on televi sion? After all, they do have
scudying to do, and they participate in extracurricular accivities. However, for scudents
who do watch television, black students in parcicular shou ld be as much concerned with who
is on te levision as with what is on celevision.
There are just two types of television shows :
dramas and sitcoms. In drama shows, black
actors or actresses are rarely featured as lead
characters. They may be in supporting roles,
be featured guest stars, or serve as extras. The
leads in the drama series usually have very
complex roles. Their characters are very wellrounded. For example, "L.A. Law" shows the
personal side of lawyers after they leave the
courtroom and their meetings. The show depict
the lawyers at home intermingling with their
spouses or friends. Blair Underwood, who stars
in "L.A. Law," is the only black lawyer in che
show's fictional law firm, but the character he
portrays is not as complex as the other characters on che show.
Last year, "I'll Fly Away," a drama,
featured a black woman in a leading role. The
accress portrayed a maid for a white lawyer in
the s egregated south of the I 950's. Even
though it was a lead role, it didn't seem like a
stretch from what we usually see black actors
portray. "I'll Fly Away" was also a critically
acc laimed drama chat was nominated for several Emmy Awards last year, but it was later can-

celed. The viewers ob, iously didn't see the
drama as acclaimed.
In sitcoms, black actors and actresses arc
well rece ived and portrayed, although their
roles are also not as complex and well -rounded
as in dram as. However. chey do make people
laugh. Stand-up comics like Martin I awrence
and Thea Vidale. who has a new show ouc now.
are making thei r way into prime time tekvision. Black accors and comedians seem to have
no probl em mak ing people laugh. but they
have a hard time be ing taken serious I) in a
drama.
This summer. che cable channel HBO aired
a mini series drama abouc a black family ca ll ed
"Laurel Avenue." le was produced by Charles
S. Dutton of "Ro<e." The miniscrrc, wa~ very
good in that tt portrayed a CJmily with value,
and problems j ust like any other
family.
It 's quite obvious that blacks don·c have any
say in what should be shown on television. but
they do have a say in whac they want to watch.
Perhaps, if enough people don"t wacch certain
programs. then Che television executive, will
take notice Maybe they will take heed of the
inte res ts of black viewer,. including college
students. Hopefu ll y, the roles for black ac cor,
will be expanded to include well rounded black
characters.

Letter from the Editorial Editoial
Student readers. we
would be highly appreciative if you would submit
Le tt e r s to the Editor. We
w o uld value your opinion
i f y o u a lso told us what
you thought of The HILLTOP. Please. also continue

to send commentaries for
the Perspectives page.
Letters to the Editor
and commentaries ore to be
typed double-spaced with
your name, phone number
and major. Letters to the
Editor is to let The HILL-

TOP editors know your
view point on an issue,
whether it's a view point
that's agreeable with the
editor, or one that offers a
d iffcrent
perspective.
Thook you for reading The
HILLTOP.

Wt WcLCOME Youllt LETTCRS AHO COMMENTS

THE HILL.TOP WELCOMES YOUR VIEWS ON ANY PUBLIC ISSUE, FACULTY, AOM I NISTRA•
TORS, STAFF, STUDENTS AND ALUMNI ARI! ENCOURAGED TO SHARE TH• r n ORIGINAL 101!:AS AND
OPINIONS,
WE PUBLISH ONLY MATERIAL ADDRESSED TO US,
Wt! ROUTINELY EDIT LllT'TltRS FOR
SPACE AND CORRECT ERRORS 01" STYLE, SPELLING AND PUNCTUATION. LETTER• AS W CLL AS
C O MMENTARIES MUST Dlt TYPED ANO SION&O, COMPLETE WITH FULL AODAc.aa AND T•L•PH ONC:
N U MUER.

THE OPINIONS ltXPRESSED ON THIE l!:OITOAIAL PAOI!: 01" THE HILLTOP ARit SOLIELY THE
VIEWS OF THI! EDITORIAL BOARD, ANO DO NOT Nl!:Cl!'SSAAILY REFLECT THI! OPINIONS OIF
H O W A RD UNIVl!:RSITY, ITS ADMINISTRATION, TH£ HILLTOP BOARD OR THI! STUDENTS.
PLEASE ADDRESS LltTTEAS AND COMMENTS TO:
EDITORIAL EDITOR
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PERSPECTIVES
Students should
contribute before
they criticize
Quellna M. Jordan

"Sorry. the revolution will ruso
001 be aOJ1ounced on the radio or
al the 1own meeting." This lakeoff from musician Gi l Scon
Heron ·s slogan. "'the revolution
will nol be 1elevised." quickly
came lO mind as I read The
HILLTOP article (SepL 3) aboul
Sllldent disappoin1men1 abou1 the
1993 March on Wa.~nglon.
One senior complained 1ha1
1he new speakers miked only
aboul AIDS and crime. A "s1uden1 rep"' speaker was not
impressed and vowed 1101 10
march again. A former Howard
Universi1y Studenl Association
vice presidenl said lhal more SIU·
denlS should have been involved.
I uied l0 understand why the

students inlerviewed fell thal in
one day, all of lhe speakers
would address each and every
problem of our people publicly
before millions of people around
the country.
I lried lo unders1and if these
s1uden1s had known that 1he
Office of S1udenl/You1h affairs
for the march was localed rig)ll at
Howard Universi1y. Had 1hey
voiced 1heir expec1a1ions or
accepted lhe challenge of lhe
march theme. "Passing lhe
TorchT'
I uied 10 recall if any of these
studems had auended the even1s
of the day prior 10 the march. like
1he People's Universi1y on the
Mall. There was even a forum
lhal Friday evening at 1he
University of 1he Dis1ric1 of
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Columbia 1ha1 las1ed until midnight Concerned s1uden1s and
professionals discussed solutions
to problems. such as lhe closing
of His1orically Black Colleges
and Univer.,ilies. world genocide
and polilical "inactivily." Also
addressed were lhe effecls of
spirimali1y and self-de1ermination of our people.
I can only conclude lhm these
Mudems missed 1hc goal of 1he
march. It was no1 10 announce to
the world our "stralegy of attack"
on 1oday's problems. but to serve
as a vehicle for a people 10 unite.
for the old to reminisce. and for
the youth 10 enlist a.s soldiers in
the Struggle.
Q11eli1ia M. Jorrlm1 is a grml,uue

st11de111fom1 C/e1•ela11d.

March on Washington without Minister Farrakhan?'
Alllaon Dennis
As reported by The HILLTOP.

some s1udems/you1h found Lhe
301h anniversary march on
Washington a disappointmenl.
'"Studenls believe... the
March on Washington lacked the
collective effort by African
Americans that 1he first march
possessed," (Hilhop. <;:ampbell,
A. Vol. 77 No. I 9/3/93).
We. the s111dents/youlh. were
told that this was the occasion 10
get into the driver's seat of our
people ·s .~truggle. We were not
a:,\ced who \lie wanled to direct us
and gi,e us i~piration. We need
lhe guidance of leaders. who recognize our goals and who offer
solutions. Our respeclcd leaders,
like the Honorable Minis1er
Louis Fanakhan of the Nation of

Islam, were nol invited to Lhis
1orchlight and commemorative
ceremony.
If lhe point was 10 have a
1orchlight ceremony, then 1he
respected elders and youth
should agree on the speaker., and
topics.
Lynne Landsberg. a Jewish
speaker at the march. fell il was
quite successful because of lhe
quantity and diversity of the people in anendance who shared
concerns.
She said that the other intere..~t
groups came in search of the
same goals 1hat fall under the
"Civil Righls umbrella."
Landsberg ruso thought the goals
- economic justice, human dignity and a viable political process
- were reasonable.
In response to the absence of

1he
Honorable
Minisler
Farrakhan, Landsberg immediately expressed her respect for
him and his powerful messages.
"No one (from the Jewish
communily) said who could and
could not ,peak," ,he snid. Also.
1he the decision not to in, 11e
Farrakhan was made by the blncl,
leadership.
She said that Farrnkhan was
not invited because he "ha.s made
disparaging commen1.s" against
Jews, homosexuals and women.
If the other interest groups
have a pml>lem " 1111 a t:ru<' com-

memomtive air. then they should
have chosen another occasion for
their Civil Righ1s gathering.
However. a co-chairperson of the
march, Rabbi Saperstein. said,
··10 invite Rev. Louis Farrakhan..
.I do nol need 10 1ell you what a

devastating blow this woold be 10
the solidarity of the coalition supporting the march.'"
l.andsberg said that the confidential commenls of the Rabbi
were authentic, bu1 the intentions
were misread. However. the
Rabbi also said. ··. . .1hat these
decisions were not only made
without my participation and
ability lo share my community's
concerns, bul without. ..the courtesy of prior consullation...it
feels like a major breach of good
faith."
Whose good faith was
breached? The good faith of the
student/youth in the proper representation of our community's
objec1ives or 1ha1 of sponsors
who sit on the decision making
board of the march? The sponsors have the true power because

they supply the financial suppon.
A speaker is welcome only if the
sponsors are agreeable. The pseudo leaders, the figureheads, have
no decision-making power and
neither do the people who rally
behmdlhem.
We must analyz.e the agenda
of this generation a.s opposed lo
the one presenled al the march.
Our agenda should include
achieving hig)l morality, combating miseduca1ion, overcoming
poveny. unifying those within
our Diaspora, reducing our selfdestructive behavior and becoming a prosperous people.
Min. Shawn Muhammad of
Mosque No. 4 in Washing1on
conunentcd 1ha1 success cannot
be achieved with 001dated methods. Also, that torchlig)lt idoology can only be implemented on

the basis of the truth of the past
and the present, so that the gener•
ation in succession will have the
ability to deal with the future.
Finally, the absence of of the
Honorable Minister Louis
Farrakhan and lhe presence of
other interest groups sends an
important message lo the generation in succession. 1luu message
proclaims a need for the student/youth to take their rightful
place in the decision making
process of our future.
We can Po )Qnger afford to let
others dictate our geal~. i;hoo$e
our leaders and map out our
course in the unknown. We, and
no one else. are the caplains
aboard the starship "Blackness."
How long will we endure the sta·
tus of being back seat drivers?

Black people will read, if the reading's good
Preston Jenkins

When lhe first issue of
ARTISTIC PEDIGREE hit the
market last Augus1. it was gree1ed with much enthusiasm only 10
be surpassed by cynicism.
Because after all, my delr.lctors
reasoned: "black people don't
read. Why would you want to
publish a newspaper?"
And I, being a firm believer
that most people (as stereotypical
as il may sound) tend 10 earn
their reputations. had 10 take heed
lO !heir embarrassing. yel impor1an1 commenls. Black people.
like most people, tend not to
read. We may skim over articles;
we may even jus1 read the quotes.
Bui the reader that actually compleles a particular article is very,

very hard lo find.
So now as the publisher of
ARTISTIC PEDIGREE, recently
celebrating its one year anniversary. I realize the lack of readership is no fault of the reader. We.
in general, will read what intereslS us. We read things that relale
to us. We will read things lhal are
interesting. funny. insig)ltful and
useful.
The problem is lhal publishers
haven'l given us anylhing 10
read. As readers. we are bored,
frustrated, ·and some1imes
angered by inaccurate depiction
of black people and the distonion
and exploitation of our perspectives.
As the publisher of ARTISTIC PEDIGREE. 1 am dedicated
10 creating and maintaining a

publication that our readers can
rela1e 10 and be proud or. You
will find, if you have not already
read ARTISTIC PEDIGREE.
1ha1 i1 is full of articles. edilorirus.
photographs and advenisements
1hat speak 10 you in ways that
make you want to read. It should
be fun 10 read. How many times
have you read an article and felt
like you just read a calculus text
book?
The key 10 ARTISTIC PEDIGREE's success is thal we focus
exclusively on black ans and
en1enainmen1. which includes the
visual, recording and performing
ans, as well as radio, television
and film. No Politics. No SelfHelp. No Dear Abby No Flem,
No Flam
ARTISTIC PEDIGREE will

give you what you want bul,
more importantly, give you what
you need. Writers like Pearl
Cleage, Bebe Moore Campbell
and Nelson George have faced
our crilics and respected their
opinions. Recording artislS such
as Mary J. Blige. Wynton
Marsalis. Digable Planets,
Christopher Williams and Angela
Bofill have already graced our
pages. And arlists like Ziggy
Marley, Toni Braxton and Queen
Lalifah will bless our pages in the
near future.
In an effon 10 prove that black
people do read, ARTISTIC
PEDIGREE will remain on the
cutting edge of important information: what's hol. whal°s nol
and why.
For example. last year

Depelsha R. Thomas, a stand-out
student in lhe School of
Communica1ions, traveled to
Uptown Records in New York
City 10 interview a new R & B
diva by the name of Mary J.
Blige that no one really knew
about. The result Depelsha interviewed Mary J. Blige one-on-one
before she became MARY J.
BLJGE.
Andrea Wtlliams, who served
brilliantly as the SporlS edilor for
The HILLTOP last year, Wro1C an
insigh1ful cover s1ory for our
September issue (due on the
news stands Monday, Sepl.l 3)
about Fox's television show
"Living Single·· starring Queen
Latifah, Kim Cole.s, Kim Fields
and Erika Alexander.
I could go on and on about

what I think separates ARTISTIC
PEDIGREE from other publications on the marlret but rd much
rather allow you, the reader, to
decide for yourself. You will see.
This editorial is not about how
great ARTISTIC PEDIGREE is
supposed lo be. This edi1orial is
about how publishers and publications need to provide 1heir
readers with something 10 read.
lt sounds so simple, yet it has not
been done. ARTISTIC PEDIGREE exists to give you, the
reader, something to read as we
show the cynics that black people
do react.

Presto11 Jenkins, will graduate
from the College of Fine A11s in
December.

'Nigger' is an insult, any way you slice it
Kisha Riggins

Because I am an African
American. I know lhal 1here arc a
variecy of words that can be used
lo describe me. I wouldn'l use all
of them; I would just use the positive ones. What I don't unders1and is why people, especially
the young brothers. insist on cruling themsclve\ one of the mosl
negative words lhat have been
used 10 describe African
Americans. You know the word
that I am talking aboul - "nigger."

To me it is the mosl degrading
word that anyone could ever possibly call me. It is an insull 10 the
black race because we were
called lhal when we were slaves.
When we were slaves. we had no
righlS. We were not even considered people, just 3/5 of a person.
For someone ouiside of the black
race 10 refer to us as "niggers"
would be an insuh because we
were called "niggers" when we
were not even considered by law
10 be human beings.
When Cincinnati Reds owner
Marge Schott was quoted as calling several African-American
baseball players on her team her

"million dollar niggers," a huge
controver..y ensued. and she was
banned from attending professional baseball games for one
year. Yet when brothers call
1hemselves "niggers," it is
accepled and more often lhan
not, considered a compliment.
A lot of brothers would
defend lhcmselves by saying thal
they use the word in a posi1ivc
way. uni ike others who use the
word 10 downgrade blacks. I do
not doubl that these hrolhers
believe lhat when they u-;e "nig•
ger." they use it in a harmless
context. What I douhl is 1hat 1.hey
know 1ha1 1he word i1self, no

matter what lhe con1exl. is a
1otally degrading word.
I believe that during the days
of slavery. our ancestors referred
10 themselves as "niggers"
because they did not know what
else 10 call themselves. When the
word "negro" was introduced,
the slaves preferred to be cruled
"negro." As time evolved, the
word "negro" was replaced with
"black," and lhen recently.
"black" was replaced with
"African American." For those
who still prefer 10 be called "nig•
ger." they are. in my opinion, suffering from self-hate and menlal
slavery.

Now sislers, I haven't forgotten you. There are some women
who refer 10 themselves as
"bitches." "hoes." "sluts" and
other degrading names. Of
course. I do not know every
woman. but I do know that no
one should degrade herself in that
manner.
Brothers and sisters. there are
a multi1ude of ways you can refer
10 yourselves. You could call
each other "boys." "girls."
"bro1hers... "bros," "friends:·
"dudes·· and the list goes on.
None of these words is negative.
and each is an example of popular slang today.

The point I am trying to make
is 1hat over time, our way of
thinking should have evolved.
Why is it that there continue to
be members of our own race who
are still in the mind trap of the
times of slavery? Our grea1 leaders of the past whom we admire,
respecl and try to emulate would
be turning over in their graves if
they knew we were still degrad·
ing ourselves. Think about it.

Kisha Riggins is a Radio-TV•
Film major in the School of
Co11u11wiications.
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Reunion celebrates the str~ngth
and diversity of a unique culture
Cover Girl gave away free
samples and Avon representatives were eager to take orders.
Colorful, ethnic Tribe Vibe tee
shirts were on display for the
fashion connoisseurs.
Some reunion goers sampled free cookies, while others
admired the African-American
Keisha and lmani Dolls by
Olmec toys. The dolls feature
beaded hairstyles and Kente
cloth apparel.
Dorothy I. Height, the
President and CEO of the
National Council of Negro
Women, spoke during an intermission.
"Here, we mean business,
we're taking care of business
in support of the black family,"
said Height who organized the
reunion, which has traveled to
C&P tents to sign up for infor- various cities.
The Rev. Jesse Jackson also
mation on cheaper telephone
led
the crowd with his familiar
services.
Representatives from "I am Somebody " chant.

and eldercare were set up for
educational purposes.
Something was there to
attract a variety of people.
Some attendees browsed
through the hand-made jewelry
consisting of small colorful
beads or cowrie shells, while
others went to the AT&T and

ByGeneaLuck

Hilltop Staff Writer
If you were longing for
some delicious home cooking
and a little taste of culture,
then you should have gone to
the 8th Annual Black Family
Reunion on the grounds near
the Washington Monument.
Displays of fine foods prepared by African-Americans
covered the area. Smells of
barbecue ribs, chicken, fried
fish, crab cakes, beans and
rice, smoked sausages and vegetarian dishes with tofu filled
the air.
Constitution Avenue, which
was blocked between 14th and
15th Streets, was packed with
vendors selling everything
from African wood carvings to
African Pride Hair Products.
Information booths with
information on topics such as
immunization, spiritualization

"We shou Id not love each
other only at the reunion. we
should love each other everyday, " said Jackson, ·•we arc
good at only what we work at.
We are the best dancers in the
world, the best athletes, and
the best rappers and singers.
So. we can be the best readers
in the world, if we just work

on it just as hard." Jackson
said.
Music and entertainment
for all ages was on the other
side of the Washington
Monument. Local artists such
as X-Cellence, of lEP Records,
and Bad Boys of the Industry
performed their newest hit singles.

Around 6 o'clock in the
evening, a free R&B concert
took place.
Artists such as
Javetta Steele, Raven-Symone.
II D Extreme and Lo-Key performed songs from their new
albums.
The nl'Xt stop for the
national blad. fomily reunion
is Memphis Tennessee.

"We should not
love each other
only at the
reunion, we
should love each
other everyday.'"
Jesse Jackson

For your inform.ation

UPCOMING EVENTS IN THE WASHINGTON, D.C. AREA

Marchers are wanted for D.C. AIDSWALK

CONGRESSIONAL BLACK CAUCUS FOUNDATION'S 23RD ANNUAL
LEGISLATIVE WEEKEND
Sept. 15-19, 1993

The route is approximately 10
kilometers long. The clinic
expects 30,000 people to participate in the march.
This year's goal is to raise
S 1.5 million. The proceeds
from Aidswalk will be used for
HIV-AIDS education and
research programs run by the
Whitman-Walker Clinic and
other organizations in the D.C.

By Genea Luck
Hilltop Staff Writer
It is time to march once
again. The Whitman-Walker
Clinic, which is the region's
leading provider of HIV-AIDS
services, is gearing up for
Aidswalk 1993.
On Saturday, Sept. I 8, the
walk will begin and end at the
Ellipse by the White House and
pass through several communities in the Northwest D.C. area.

area.
HIV-AIDS is the leading
cause of death among men

between the ages of 25 to 44 in
over 15 major cities in the
U.S., including Washington
D.C. Everyone in the
Washington, D.C. area is
encouraged to march.
Many government officials
are expected to attend, including Mayor Sharon Pratt Kelly
and members of the city council, U.S. Surgeon General-designate Dr. Joycelyn Elders and,
from the White House staff.
Tipper Gore.

·•Generations: Celebrating the Legacy of African-American Leadership"'
1993 -Congressional Black Caucus Foundation Legislative Issue Forums and Braintrusts
Main Location: \Vashington Convention Center
For information call (202) 226-7790.

D.C. AIDSWALK
Sept. 18, 1993
"Fight Aids With Your Heart and Soles"
For infonnation calJ (202) 797-3508.

Grocery store problems
leave students shopping
further from their home
By Ayoka Campbell
Hilltop Staff Writer
It's a place that you would
like to visit more often, but
your budget and the lint in your
pocket sometimes dictate oth•
er.vise. It's the grocery store.
Many Howard students have
found that shopping for food
can be a chore, especially .when
obstacles confront the shoppers. Transportation can also
pose a problem when the closest grocery store is not the best
one to go to.
Miguel Burke, a sophomore
who lives in the Howard
Plaza Towers, said he has
already had a lot of trouble
getting his groceries this
year. Burke cited an example
of when he and his roommate walked to the Safeway
near Slowe Hall to buy groceries but had trouble bringing the groceries home.
"We wanted to take the
shuttle from Slowe Hall, but
we couldn't even reach there
with all of our groceries. so
what we decided 10 do was take
a cart. We carried it all the way
down Georgia Avenue until we
got home," Burke said.
Many students say the
prices of the grocery stores
closest to Howard are too high.
Deanita Harris, a sophomore
who recently moved into S loY<e
Hall, likes living in a dorm
where she can cook her own
food. She says the grocery

stores in the D.C. area are more
expensive than in her Texas
hometown.

ONLY THE STRONG WILL SURVIVE
Sept. 23-26, 1993
''A play of Redemption, Rejoice and Rebirth"

An Alpha Phi Alpha Beta Chapter Fundraiser
For information call Cramton Auditorium at
(202) 806-7199.

Venable, a senior.
However, students are not
· · J of the 24-hour
as crit1ca

"There's a big difference in Safeway on Georgia Avenue
prices for groceries here. At and 6500 Pineybranch.
home, you can get certain
"The store smells a lot
canned goods three for $I, cleaner and the food is a lot
whereas in D.C. they are about fresher. It's worth the ride on
87 cents apiece," she said.
· the 70 bus to get there," said
th
Wi no job and a monthly sophomore Otis Johnson.
allowance, Harris says she has
One student took an unusuto be very careful wil h what al approach to buying groceries
she buys. "I have never paid last year when Eton Towers
over S2 for sand wich meat. and joined the Share program. The
th at is even expensive here. I program was established so
juSt price th ings very careful- students could perform comly," she said.
munity service in return for
groceries. Students who
_..
paid $11 and showed
proof of community service received approximately S36 worth of groceries.
"We received two big
bags of groceries. It was
too much food. and the
food was really going to
waste. It would have
been great if I had some
Sludents have also found kids and a family to feed." said
!hat the quality of foods is not Arleeta Diggs, a junior who
the same in all grocery stores. participated in the program.
They say th e two closest groOther students recommend
cery Slores to Howard, Giant at joining wholesale clubs or
1414 8th SI., N · W., and shopping in different neighborSafeway, do not always have hoods in order to find fresh
fresh food.
clean foods.
'
"l have fou nd th at the meat
"I often go to places in
at th e Safeway by Slowe Hall Maryland or Virginia where the
is usually rotten or old-looking. prices are better and the food is
Giant is better, but that is not of good quality," said junior
saying much," said Chago Eshclle Williams.

r---:=::======----=.=i

THE TASTE OF D.C.
Oct. 9-11, 1998
Sponsored by the D.C. Committee to Promote Washington, D.C.
For infonnation call (202) 724-4091.

Trustee committee studies future and
profitability of Howard's Channel 32
budget cuts. He said that such
cuts have been discussed. but
anonymous, said that there none have been made since a
was a station meeting last 5 percent cut in 1992.
summer
with
WHMM
The administration has
General Manager Edward 1..cpt the discussions someJon es.
The staff was what hushed from university
informed of a $ I million bud- students.
get cut and was told that
"The administration need~
membership pledges would to inform students, like in the
make up the difference, the purchasing of property ... we
employee explained.
hear about things in the news
"If (the station) didn't just like everybody else,"
raise enough money. we were Satchel said.
told that the board would be
Hall said that he does not
having discussions about dis- believe there has been an
continuing (support of) the effort to hide the details of
station. We were also told the situation from anyone.
that we must become multiThe Assistant to the
skilled to insure keeping our Secretary of the Board and
obs here," the employee the President's cabinet, Jean
added.
Tenor, said that only board
Fellow WHMM employee members and newly-elected
Logan was also made aware trustees have access to the
of a $1 million budget cut board's official minute~.
this fiscal year.
But when Leavy Mathews
But Hall has a different took office as undergraduate
opinion about the matter of trustee on June 30 and was

WHMM, from A1

asked to review the minutes
from pa,t board meetings. he
said, "they wouldn't give
them to me because they said
they don't typically do that."
Melissa James, a sophomore in the College of Arts
and Science,. ,aid she "didn't
appreciate the possibilit)' o
the only black-owned and
operated PBS station being
given up to some white per,on." She added that the station i, important because students work there and there
arc a lot of programs that
focus on black perspectives
and issues.
According to Scott, the
station serves as a training
ground for communications
students. He said students get
the opportunity of a lifetime
to work on shows such as
Spotlight,
Ncwsvision,
Evening
Exchange,
Community Exchange and
the Urban Health Report.
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INTERNATION
Trustees to hear surcharge grievanc es
By Kimberly Bryant
Hilltop Staff Writer
Leaders of the Advisory
Council of the International
Students Organi,ation last
Friday accepted an invitation to
present their grievances to the
Student Affairs Committee of
the Board of Tru,tees on Sept.
23 and said the meeting is a
step in the right direction.
John Sumner, special advisor
to the council, said, "It indicates that the administration is
now beginning to address their
minds 10 some possible internal

short-term solutions to the surcharge, while the fight for the
total rescinding of it is continued.
"It is about time that students have an opportunity to
present their position directly
to relevant authorities, not only
10 a Howard committee. but
also to the Board of
Education."
But Dr. Steve A. Favors.
vice president for Student
Affairs, said: "The surcharge
issue has never left the forephoto by Leslloyd Alleyne
front. We extended the invitation in an effort 10 make certain Students contri buting to
the Board of Trustees is aware the surcharge fund

of the effect [the surcharge] is
having on the university. I feel
it is an issue of great importance, and next semester we
may make proposals back to
the board or to the president."
Last Friday, international
students held another meeting
10 intensify the struggle against
the 50 percent tuition surcharge
that has been imposed by
Congress onto international
students at Howard University.
Students volunteered their
leisure time in order to heighten the awareness of t he surcharge by forming a Public
Awareness Committee. This

committee conducted extensive
letter writing and poster campaigns targeting Congress,
Howard alumni, Howard personnel, students, community
groups and the media.
In addition, several committee members made donations to a newly-created surcharge fund, monies which are
to be utilized for the production
of surcharge fliers, posters and
other public relations materials.
"They dug deep within their
wallets with a true commitment
10 fighting the surcharge," said
Folaka Olanegan, a junior
majoring in zoology.

Meanwhile, in preparation
for the upcoming trustees'
committee meeting. a research
committee was organized.
International students have volunteered their time to prepare a
package outlining surcharge
grievances. the impact the surcharge will have on Howard
University and the goals of the
council for the year.

..--=,--=----,,---,...

Jamaican students face obstacles in calling home
By Gloria Mcfield
Hilltop Staff Writer
Jamaican students at
Howard University are outraged by the Jamaica
Telephone Company's new
policy of stopping collect calls
to Jamaica. In their opinion, the
measure is a superficial remedy
that victimizes the majority of
people who use the collect
facility and who pay their bills.
However, they have
resigned themselves to finding
alternative strategies to beat the
high telephone bill, that were
previously paid by their parents
in Jamaica.
Carl Chantrelle, president of
the phone company, announced
earlier this month that the com•
pany was forced to adopt this
policy because it was losing
millions of dollars in revenue
due to illegal "tapping" of

lines, that is. people making
calls from telephone booths in
the states with no one picking
up the cost. But this explana•
tion is not accepted by many
Jamaican students at Howard.
Gavin Beckford. a senior
majoring in marketing and the
president of the Marketing
Association, spoke strongly
against the Jamaica Telephone
Company's new policy. He said
the new measure was "drastic
and still doesn't address the
real problem ... lt's like saying
you have a cut so you bandage
the whole body. They're not
finding the problem. They're
causing everyone else to suffer."
Nicole Peart, a junior
majoring in political science,
also feels the phone company
was not justified in implementing the new policy. She calls
the company's latest move "a

bag of bull" and explains her
frustration.
"It's kind of disgusting not
to be able to call home collect."
she said, stressing that for
some students like her, it would
be difficult to keep in constant
contact with parents. "You can
barely get the [U.S.) money
from the banks [in Jamaica],''
Pean said.
Not only is foreign currency scarce in Jamaica. the
exchange rate nuctuates in the
region of $20 Jamaican to $ I
U.S .. making it very difficult
and expensive for parents to
send money to their children
studying in the United States,
and at Howard in panicular.
Many Jamaican students at
Howard also believe the measure will greatly inconvenience
parties at both ends of the
phone lines. Isiaa Madden, a
junior in the School of

Architecture. said she would
have to seriously rethink her
calling habits. "I never made
direct calls, but I will have to
now." lsiaa admits.
Trevor Golding. a senior
majoring in finance, agrees that
the phone company should
have found an alternate means
of addressing the problem. "I
don't have all the facts, but I'd
like 10 think that there was possibly another solution 10 the
problem.
Despite the disgruntled feelings expressed, many conceded
that there is liule they can do
from this end. "It's like a losing
battle," Golding said.
Still, others are determined
to overcome this collect calling
problem. Rather than allowing
themselves to feel isolated
from home or letting communication with home become ones ided, they have developed
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A solidarity rnlly in sup-

rt of efforts to ha'l"e tho,
ni ted St ates economi
mb argo agamst Cub
inded will be held toda
t the Human Ecolog
uditorium nt 6 p.m
peakers include Dr. Joh
otman of the Politlca
cience
Department
fesaor Wiilinm Wonby o
Depanment of Joumalis
. Hilboume Watson, prcsi
t of the Caribbean Studie

'ation; Kendall Moore
outb br igate to Cuba
Toscardo, rcprescn
ve of th Cuban lntere t
ecti on; and Dr. Ronald
alters, chairman of the
litical Sciellce Departmen
event is co-sponsored b

be International S tudenl
ssociation, the Canbbean

tudents Association and
'tical Science Department.

Caribbean leaders tell g,t;qt9q to ljft
30-year-old embargo against Cuba
Br
Kimberly Bryant
Hilltop Stall Writer
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some strategies that they claim
will work for them.
For instance, Golding and
his brother Corey have already
formed some new rules for
calling. Corey has resigned
himself to simply ''talking less
and calling less." Trevor, on
the other hand, has been shopping for "cheaper deals" from
competing telephone companies.
Beckford may have the
most interesting method of surmounting the collect calling
obstacle. Beckford stated, " I
call and hang up twice. Then,
they know to call you. You
have 10 do what works."
But Jamaica Telephone
Company executive Chantrelle
maintained that the company
"will be doing what is right for
the company."

R ly against
Cuban embargo
today

;Jr.w

their trading relations with
Cuba. He pointed out that
this plan would not provide
Five Caribbean leaders subsi dized trade with the
told President Cl i nt on t hat socialist state nor was it in
it is in their best interest 10 defiance of the 30-year old
resume trad ing links with ban that the United States
Cuba as they grapp le w ith had imposed on Cuba. But
their own economic prob- he said the Caribbean was
lems, in as much as it is mindful of the shortages in
beneficial to t hem to have basic food it ems, medical
access to the
North supp lies and fuel in Cuba, a
American
F r ee Trade situation which presented
Agreemen t , an economic hardships to ordinary Cuban
pact between Canada, the people.
To this end, Patterson
United States and Mexico.
Clinton met w i th stressed that CARICOM
English-speaking leade r s was committed to dealing
who represe nt ed t he 13- with Cuba as a Caribbean
member
Caribbean i sland and not a political
Commun it y, an eco nomic system.
"There are differences
grouping of English-speaki n g countr ies. Cuba a nd bet ween the political sysHaiti have observer stat us tems in Cuba and those in
at CARICOM sum m it s. In the CARICOM countries.
addition to d i scussing We remai n firmly commitNAFTA a nd Cuba, th e ted to the democratic tradigroup discussed areas of tion. But C uba unquestiondeve l opmen t cooperation ably is a Caribbean country.
and t he res t orat ion of That is a reality we must
democracy in Haiti.
face, and we believe that
The Cari bbean delega- the joint commission should
tion comprised D r. Cheddi assist in the process of
Jagan, president of Guyana; inducing Cuba toward the
Lloyd Saniford, prime min- sorts of policies and proist er of Barbados; P atr ick grams that are compatible
Man ning, pr ime minister of with those of other independe nt nations in the hem iTrinidad and Tobago; P.J.
Patterso n. prime minister of sphere, "Patterson said.
Howard student Michelle
Jamaica; a nd H ubert A.
Ingram, prime minister of Scott, a freshman nursing
m aj or,
backed
the
the Bahamas.
According to a com mu- Caribbean position against
nique issued at t he end of the trade embargo on Cuba.
the
mee t ing,
Cl in t o n
"America's dea l ings
pledged to "se nd a hig h- w it h communist countries
leve l delegat io n next year are inconsistent. When it
when a United Natio ns con- comes to China they
ference on t he Sust ainable encourage trade. They disDevelopmen t in Small er agreed with South African
Natio ns is he ld in th e apartheid ideo logies, but
continued to trade with
Caribbean."
C li nton said: "The end th em covertly, so why do
of the Cold War has altered they not trade wi th Cuba? It
the nature but not the depth ma kes one wonder if the
of ou r i nt e r es t i n th e color line plays in the commitment ," she queried.
Caribbean."
Lauren Larsen, a history
Patte rso n defended a
proposed joint comm issio n professor. said, "I believe
that the Cari bbean countries Cuba is no longer a threat
have formu l ate d to govern to the United States."
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By Natalie Y. Tellis
Hilltop Staff Wnter

rom simple to elaborate. mystical to
ordinary From symbols. 10 faces. to
names. You name ii. you've got ii.
anywhere on your body, anyplace
you want it.
Whether you do it for fashion. or because
i1 symbolizes you and your philosophy in life,
there is no doubt that the newfound fever to be
tattooed or branded is catching fast.
Years ago. mo~11, bikers and Gypsies
wore 1a1100,. Biker, 14ould have their arms
adorned with Harley Dandson stamps or skeletons. and Gyp,1es would have their own personal symboh of zodiac signs, mystical pictures and the like.
Now, various people are turning on 10
being 1a11ooed. Some people want them just for
fun. Senior Kesha Hurst is one such person.
"I "anl J tattoo of shrimp fried rice,"
Hurst sard.
Others are mtcrestcd in tanoos because it
would display their kinship and fondness for
their fraternities or sororities.
Julian Ga11her, a Junior majoring in speech
communications, would like to get a 1a1100
symbolizing his greek-leuer organization,
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc., for just that
reason. Howe\'er. his fraternity brother,
Maube" Watley, would prefer a brand, but will
refrain from gemng one
"ii is nol something I would be proud of

when I'm 50," Watley said.
But, Kevin Hodge, a member of Omega
Psi Phi Fraternity Inc., is no doubt proud of his
brands. He boasts two of them: one on his
chest, the other on his arm.
•·1 got branded mainly because of the love
for my fraternity. in a nutshell. 11·s something 1
can always carry with me and it outwardly
shows what's inside my heart," the 22-year-old
electrical engineering major said.
Hodge said that getting branded was not
the least bit painful. He believes that gelling
tattooed is more unpleasant because tattoos
rake about 15 minutes 10 apply while branding
takes about a second.
··Gelling branded was n!)\ as excruciating
a pain as you think it is from looking at it. It
really doesn' 1 hurt. It feels more like a bee
sting," he explained, adding that he was 100
percent sober when he got branded.
Other students have inhibitions about
being permanently tattooed because they feel
that their parents will not approve, or they are
worried about safety hazards. Senior film
major Debra Mayfield expressed concern about
her mother's reaction.
"I'm afraid that my mother will trip, but I
think it's a personal thing that symbolizes me. I
just haven't had the nerve to get one just yet,"
she explained.
Gelling tattooed may be cool for some,
but beware, because there is some pain
involved.
Eli Turner, a senior majoring in film, verbalized the "perfect' analogy for what the tat-

too process feels like.
" It felt like someone was drawing on me
with a razor blade," he described. Turner has
the 'eye of horus.' an Egyptian hieroglyphic,
tallooed onto his hip. This linle piece of artwork cost him about $30 three years ago.
Accord ing to Judy Martin of Capitol
Tattoo, getting a mark is a safe process.
"We use sterile needles and after the type
of tattoo is selected, the tattoo artist applies it
with the needles penetrating a sixty-fourth of
an inch into the skin twenty-thousand times per
minute. The tattoo artist preps the area to be
tanooed just like you would for a surgical procedure, and finally dips the needle into the
color reservoir," Martin said.
Upon entering this small tattoo shop on
Georgia Avenue, just across the district line.
one encounters a shrine of tattoo variation.
The tanoos wallpaper the shop and range from
dinosaurs. snakes and nude drawings, to sorcery, skeletons and angels.
The designs start at $35 for some of the
smaller tattoos. while a more elaborate tattoo
could cost as much as $400. One can even
design his or her own tattoo at lhe shop, where
their motto is: "Your design is ours."
Not only can people choose what tattoos
they want, but they are also free to choose the
spots on their bodies that best tickle their fancies. At Capitol Tattoo, there's a room for people who want tattoos on private body parts,
closed off of course.
George B. Jones, an art and architecture
major, knows first-hand about being tattooed

on a private body part because he has a 1at100
on his rear end. He says that it's something private and personal to him.
"I don't have to show everyone because I
know it's there. I wanted something that would
represent my philosophy in a picture," he said.
Jones has a tattoo of Mickey Mouse in
"Fantasia" because he says it is symbolic of the
way he views life.
"Mickey Mouse represents love in one of
its purest forms because he does not discriminate. He makes everyone happy. I think my tattoo represents the universe and international
happiness.'' he added.
Although Jones says that hi, tattoo experience felt like someone was drawing on him
with a vibrating drill, he plans to go under the
needle again.
From hips to arms, people are getting tattooed all over. A tattoo artist at Capitol Tattoo
says, "If the money's there, I' II tattoo anything," but admits that he discourages people
from being tattooed on the hand because "you
can't cover it up if you are in the business
world." He also says the spine is the most
painful part of the body to be tattooed.
So what do you do if you want a tattoo?
According to Capitol Tattoo, you must be at
least 18 years of age and sober at the time of
tattooing. This protects them from being sued.
So, what will you do? It's your body. Will
you ink it or bum it for fashion and fun, and
maybe even pain and infection? You decide.
photos by Crystal Willingham

Jamaica's 'prince' drops funky beats on D.C.
By Lldya Araya
HIiitop Staff Writer

He is known as 'the prince of
dancehall,' the one who has
'come 10 rule his roots' and 'the
voice of Jamaica.' His voice was
well waited for.
Buju Banton, Jamaica's 20year-old dancehall sensation,
entertained a crowd of almost
2,000, mostly women, at the D.C.
Armory last Friday night, in a
concert that brought an excellent
turnout.
His on-stage attire was a
stark contrast to his hip-hop wear
off-stage. He stepped out clad in a
tan linen suit highlighted with
black jewels and gold thread on
the lapel. He had one pant leg
rolled up, revealing a gold anklet
that women in the audience tried
to grab throughout the show.
11 was easy to see, from a
one-on-one interview the day
before, why these women loved
him. During 1he interview, Banton
was laid-back, easy-going and
genuine. It was evident that hi s
Jamaican politeness, poetic charm
and entire persona are the primary

L------------------~-- - --.. . 1 ingredients of bis sex appeal.

After Beres Hammond, one of Jamaica's
finest s in gers, opened the concert for him,
Banton appeared and literally turned the crowd
out. Hammond was the appetizer, but Banton
was the main course.
The good looking and finely dressed
crowd was energetic and excited 10 see Banton,
but they didn't lei loose until he cut up with
"Big It Up," meaning to praise highly, one of
his biggest hits to date.
He stepped closer to the edge of the stage
and bowed down to all the women hypnotized
by hi s lyric s of reassurance, letting eac\l
woman know she was his # I. As he repeated
'big it up,' 'big ii up.' the audience chanted
Buju, Buju.
Banton can be described as explosive on
stage. He was stabbing the audience with his
lyrics and soo thing their wounds with the
rhythms as he performed "Deportees (Things
Change)," a song that criticizes Jamaicans who
move to America, live the fasl life of crime, get
deported with no money and become a burden
on the government and the people.
But it's not just music and popularity for
'Buju the breadfruit,' a nickname given to
Banton by his parents when he was young
because he was a chubby child.
Banton is politically aware and very conscious of the struggles of his people. According
to his bio, hi s new album, Voice of Jamaica,
Mercury Records, has more depth to its con-

tent. It adds an unparalleled degree of political
awareness and a willingness to discuss topical
issues relevant to his island home.
At the same time, however, Banton
believes that he has a commitment to entertain.
"You can't just force conscious or positive
lyrics down the people's throats. People go to
the dancehall 10 cool out and relax their minds,
to escape some of the harsh realities of the system," Banton said. "If you go to a dancehall, a
lot of people have no taxi fare to go home,
nothing to eat and nowhere to sleep. But once
they get into the music for a while, they can
forget their troubles."
And that is exactly what he did at the concert. The crowd was no longer consumed with
reality. They were all lost in Banton's words
and movements and tickled by his distinctive
woody woodpecker laugh.
Whether he is recording a great album or
performing live in concert, Banton feels it's his
challenge 10 help uplift hjs people.
"When I go on stage and perform, working
for an hour and a half, and I come off sweaty,
trembling and nervous with excitement because
I saw the youths jumping up, I love that. I can't
give up those feelings," he said.
When asked what advice he had for young
people, Banton said, "I think that if you 're in
college or whatever you do, you should slay
focused and learn something because without
something, you are nothing. And that's a fact."
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Approaching a new literary level
English chair reads new life into department
By Natalie Y. Tellis
Hilltop Staff Writer

E

lcc1rici1y . That's 1he
firsl word 1hat comes to
mind upon entering the
English chairperson's
office, which has been transformed into somewhat of a
vibrant museum of li1erary in1cllectual giants, both hislorical and
con1emporary.
This office not only reflec1s
some of 1he most cclebra1ed
African-American writers, poels
and playwrigh1s, but it also houses an eclectic realm of social and
political contribu1ors 10 his1ory,
as well.
And, as if anyone should be
surprised, this office houses none
0lher 1han 1be exuberant. bold,
beautiful, and please. don't dismiss in1ellcc1ual new chairperson
of the English depanmem.
She is Or. Elanor Traylor, and
there arc not enough words to
describe 1he spice she adds 10
the, wha1 she calls, "best of the
depanrnents.''
"I acccp1cd the chairmanship
out of a sense of service 10 the
department, to students, 10 1he
specific college and to 1he univcrsi 1y. II is a s1cp down from
one's professorship. which is a
si1uation of though!, scholarship
and leach ing. 10 a posi1ion of
administra1ive and jani1orial service to an entire operation,"
Traylor eloquen1ly s1a1es.
Traylor. who is beginning
her four1h year al Howard, is
ac1ually a returning professor to

the Mecca. When she 1aught al
Howard before, she was a junior
professor.
"I'm not going 10 tell you
how long ago thal was," she says
jokingly.
In Traylor's teaching. wriling
and research. she focuses o n
African-American litcra1ure. as
she is m1eres1ed in its "pedagogi•
cal premise that arrives our of an
African-American intell ec1ual
1radi1ion in leucrs." That· s "pedagogical": "of or relating 10 or
befi1ting a teacher or educa1ion."
Traylor is passionate about
her life's work, and she sighs as
she puffs on her cigarette and
reveals who and what her inspirations arc. The air is pungent
wi1h cigarcuc smoke and her
exquisitely bold perfume,
matched by her flashy, yet elegan1 s1yle that signals an undeniable presence of an AfricanAmerican WOMAN.
Looking pensive, she refocusN - : Dr. Elancr Traylor
es and leans forward, as she
rela1es tha1 her inspira1ion is forPro(euion: Chairperron of the English Department
mula1ed from a particular point
of view of reading and writing,
WOl"da ofWi«lom: Efforu to emarmpatc tu froru dd,Wtati1111,
which has influenced conlemporary. literary and cri1ical theory.
UJOtfi,w and wor,,i1111 r,aliJin. &Me/Mr ,oci,,l, "'""'"'"'• political, inttl•
Much of Traylor·s inspiration
slems from 1he 1hough1s of Or.
lldiuu or apirituol, oriu out o(u,,, coMlnnlond •kady~N by Africon·
W.E.B. DuBois, James Baldwin
and James Weldon Johnson,
~ from w 19th cmlUry hrotJ8/uml IM 20th century to rn1u
among 01hers.
She expresses that as chairperson of 1he Eng li sh depanment, her desire is 10 naviga1e efi1s and advances m contempo- colleagues· poin1s of view. bul
the depanment's wish and effon rary world civilization."
she has an impressive lis1 of
Nor only is Traylor inspired works 1ha1 display her points of
10 be led by "the inrelligence of
an imellectual 1radi1ion 1ha1 ben- and well versed in many of her view. Her resume is six pages

long.
Among her credits exis1 a
number of her crilical publica1ions. anicles, scripts. course
designs. specia l projects and
selected public lec1ures.
Traylor calls herself a ·•cri1ical writer," and she draws her
ma1crial from her experiences.
which 1s v.here her worldly in1cllec1 comes in10 play.
Traylor holds degrees at
Spelman College and A1lanra
Universi1y. and la1er received her
Ph.D. from Catholic University
in Washing1on. O.C.
In be1ween degrees. Traylor
s 1udicd at the University of
S1u11gan in Wes1 Germany. and
did research a1 the Institute of
African Srudies at the University
of Ghana a1 Legon, and the
lns1i1u1c of African Studies a1 the
Universi1y of Ibadan, Nigeria.
These credits. if nothing else.
add versatility and divcrsi1y 10
Traylors effervescent charac1er.
It is evident 1ha1 her education is
drawn from all 1ypes of cuhures
10 con1ribu1c 10 her myriad of
knowledge.
"There is an entire intellectual effort that we are putting
fonh here," Traylor says.
She strong ly believes in
drawing from the knowledge of
many parts 10 create a whole
and total awareness in all
aspects of life.
She adds grace 10 the
English language as she
1hough1fully mulls around in
her mind every word formed by

her lips. Every sen1ence is a
iribute 10 the great minds that
have come before her and those
tha1 work with her now.
She smile, shyly when
asked 10 relay some of her
favorites in the literary world,
as If 11 " a personal sec ret
tucked away in a treasure box
that onl) she has access to.
"Look around. That should
give you some clue as 10 who
my favorites are." she says.
The walls are adorned with
Richard Wrigh1. Zora Neale
Hurston, a happy picture of her
with Stephen Henderson. and
on her desk. a photo she glares
at lovingly of her with Toni
'.lllorrison.
"I am redecorating so that
what people will enter is their
intellectual home."
Traylor is not only loved
and respec1ed by her colleagues
and friends, but her students
find her simply amazing. When
asked how she thinks her students feel about her. she says,
"I get embarrassed." She
doesn't want to blow her own
horn.
It is filling that Dr. Elanor
Traylor heads the Engli s h
Department because, among
other things. not only does she
teach. but she delights in her
profession. Perhaps, that is
what make;, 1he intellectua l
osmosis that she gives off so
wonhwhile.
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New release takes viewers on niental trip to:

~~Ka.lifor:n..ia.''

---,,--.,. By Ralee Cook
Hilltop Staff Writer

Brian's girlfriend, Carrie Laughlin
(Michelle Forbes), is a struggling photographer whose controversial works
"Kalifornia," with a "K." is a sus- are being passed over by several art
penseful, funny, journey into the galleries. Both Brian and Carrie are
minds of serial killers - one trip bored with their relationship, so in an
moviegoers definitely should not effon 10 add a little excitement 10 their
mis,.
lives, Carrie suggests they move 10
In this mid-range thriller recently California.
released by Gramercy Pictures, strugBrian decides that a cross-country
gling writer Brian Kessler (David road trip to California would accomDuchovny) attempts to write a book modate his research and allow him to
on serial killers. Kessler thinks serial stop at historic serial killer murder
killers are sick individuals who need sites along the way. But there's one
10 be hospitalized. but not put 10 complication: they can't afford 10
death. In his quest 10 make his theory finance the trip alone. So Brian and
stick, he decides to visit numerous Carrie place an ad in the paper and
killing sites.
hope to find another traveler 10 split

Left: Juliette Lewis stars as charmingly naive Adele Corners; Right: Brad
Pitt stars as dangerous Early Grayce,
both in Gramercy Pictures' suspense
thriller, "Kalifornia."

Optional features
steal ''roadshow'' in
new Ford Taurus

The new 1993 Ford Taurus "SHO."
ByOtesaMlddeton
~Sta/fWnter

The shift into drive is smooth and creamy like
butter. Acceleration is no different.
On the highway, treeS glide by as 70 mph feels
like 20 mph. With windows down. a quiet breeze
cntm the \'th,cle that is adven.ised as a family
The newe~t Ford Tauru, is a calm .tutomobile,
The four doors and dual air bags
gilc it the look of a mature car. However, one tap
oo the gas ejects a stream of youthful blood into
the .utomobile.
Q.iick take off, and non-jarring stops give the
Taurus ilS gliding ride. The anti-lock braking system affords safety and comfon.
Silky. sleek rums are a breez.e with the help of
the leather-wrapped steering wheel. The steering
column til!S so basketball players or jockeys can
nde or dri,e with ease.
With the touch of one button. front seat occupa!llS can move their seats forward. b1ckward. up
or down or make them recline for a C:llnap or sit
straiglu up for cautious driving.
The standard radio is an electronic AM/FM
Sfe!eO with a clock. The stereo system automatically adjusts to a moderate volume when turned
off, so passengers won't be blasted by a deafening blare when the system is turned back on.
0ri1ers with long arms are at an advantage
)tt decei,ing.

because the controls are
cemered between the driver
and passenger. Buyers can
add a CD player to the
sound system for $491.
Back seat leg room was
not foigonen as the passengers in the rear are given
ample space. The trunk is
also spacious. But using the
rear view mirror when
backing up presents a challenge because the rear window is slanted and impairs
vision.
The optional luxury features available on the
Taurus try 10 compensate.
The Taurus comes in GL
and LX models, which can be purchased as
sedans or station wagons. The models offer different standard and optional equipment. Both
have a standard V-6 engine with an automatic
transmission. The car also has a SHO model.
which stands for Super High Output. On the
SHO. the automatic transmission is an option,
while the high level audio system that is optional
for the GL and LX is standard.
The LX and the SHO have illuminated key
holes and an automatic lighting system that keeps
the light on for a few seconds after car doors are
closed. Also, the gas tank door can be opened
from inside of the automobile.
The LX and the SHO are obviously more
upscale with power doors and windows. Some
options available for them cannot be purchased
for the GL. like the six way power seats and the
electronic power control.
SHO. however, has six colors to choose from
while the LX and GL have 10.
The Taurus gives drivers 17 miles to every
gallon in the city and 26 on the highway.
Without any added amenities the 1993 Taurus
SHO. the four-door sedan would cost $24,829.
With automatic overdrive transmission ($641),
power moonroof, power seats. Ford JBL audio
system (Sl.407), dual air bags ($488), remote
control key system ($193). leather bucket seats
($491) and of course delivery ($525), the SHO
will steal the show for $29,040.

FREE MOVIE PASSES
The Howard University HILLTOP
Invites You To A Very Special Screening...

AFILMSY MORGAN FREEMAN
TIii: lttlUOGLE F011 i1UXDOM IIXIDCI AT IIOME.

"B0PHAI" stars Danny Glover, Malcolm
McDowell, Alfre Woodard and Marius Wf/!fers
in a fact-based story about South African
police and the overwhelming
challenges faced by one black officer and his
family after Master Sergeant Micah Mangena
(Glover) learns his son opposes the system
that he has dedicated his career
to upholding.
' BOPHAI" Opens September 24th.

Stop In At The HILLTOP Offices ·,o t'ICk Up
Your Complimentary Pass For 2 To This Exclusive Screening
On September 22nd At UNION STATION.
·\\''•· ,. s..nn, 1·~ 1 ;·1.... •

1

the cost of the trip.
In the less affluent part of the state
where Brian and Carrie reside, ,Early
Grayce (Brad Pitt), a parolee and psychopathic killer, is going nowhere but
from one menial job to another.
Simultaneously. he is harassed by his
landlord 10 pay rent.
To get away from it all, Early
decides to get lost in California and
take his mentally dependent girlfriend, Adele Corners (Juliette Lewis),
with him.
Needless 10 say, these two country
bumpkins answer the ad and the mismatched group starts the trek. The
tension between these two couples
s tarts almost immediately with

Carrie's intuitive distrust of Early.
However, Brian is the more trusting of
the pair. establish ing a rapport and
even bonding with Early.
Adele provides the comic relief,
doing everything from yo-yo tricks to
song composing.
Despite admirable performances
by Brad Pitt and Juliette Lewis, the
story drags and seems a lot longer
than it is. It is never settled whether
serial killers should be held responsible for their crimes, and the movie
ends violently and predictably.
The camera captures some
admirable shots, and the director,
Dominic Sena, seems more than qualified in his first movie.

Dear Sweet-n-Sour;

nitely full of it. Be sttong girlfriend,
My boyfriend recently told me that tell him that you agree on that dating
he wants us to have an open relation- other people tip and be prepared to do
ship. He claims that we should see just that. He is going through a typical
other people so we'll be sure we made Howard man stage where they don't
the right decision as far as being know what's good for them. I know it
together. I don't want to impede his might be hard. but be that woman and
growth, but I don't feel comfonable handle your business. I'm sure that
with the situation. Maybe if I let him someone is interested in you right
see other women he' II come back to now solely for the fuel that you're curme when he gets tired. Should I allow rently involved with someone, so find
him to see other women and let him him and tell him you are free to date.
do his thing?
Celebrate life and let go of that bugga-

If you can name more than I0, then
you should be thankful that she is still
with you. In other words, she could be
somebody else's girl. If your desire for
sex is so powerful that you need it to
come from a hoot of girls, you better
think twice because you might just
catch something and wind up giving it
to your girlftiend. Do me a fava- and
stop acting so typical. Be satisfied
with what you got!

-Sweet

boo.

Dear Wandering,

-Tom

Well, at least you're honest, but put
the shoes on the other feet and how
would you feel if you were getting
played? When this all blows over and
you get caught (believe me you will
get caught) you will be without a girlfriend and you will be classified as a
disease carrying dog. So, as long as
you are fine with those titles, let the
games begin.

-Sour
DearTom,
My dear, your boyfriend is a mess.
Obviously this cartoon character is
currently interested in someone else.
and hi5 way of getting with her is by
telling you that you two should see
other people. Think about it, you don't
have a choice in the matter because
either way he's going to do what he
wants to - whether you want him to
or not. Please remove yourself from
him now before it's too late. And if he
does come back. who says you have
to be waiting with a Kool-Aid smile?

-Sweet
DearTom
I don't care how much you love or
think you love this guy, but he is deli-

Dear Sweet-n-Sour,
I have been seriously committed to
my girlfriend for one month and she is
the best thing that ever happened to
me, but ever since school has staned
I've been noticing all of these beautiful women at Howard. The point is
that I just want to have sex with them.
I'd be devastated if I lost my girl just
because of my kicking hormones, but
wouldn't it be okay if I just fulfilled
my need elsewhere for awhile?

-Sour

To hear what Sweet-n-Sour have 10
say about your dilemma, write a letttt
and drop it off at 225 I Sherman Ave.,
N.W. Or leave it in The HILLTOP
-Wandering Eyes
mail box in room ll 7 in Blackbum
(Student Activities Office). All opinDear Wandering,
You are such a typical N-ggaman! ions expressed do not necessarily
Before you make any rash decisions rellect the views of The l-DI.LTOP.
sit down and think of all of your faults.

Howard alumnus illustrates the dilemmas of female adolescence
By Amesa Howall

Hih)p Slaff Wmer

Sex! Gold! Money! Howard alumnus
Omar 1yree captures the allw-e of di=
elements in his self-published book FlyyGirl.
For the main character Tracy Ellison. a
middle-class teen-ager growing up in
inner city Philadelphia, sex, gold and
money are what makes the world go
'round. Her obsessions for expensive
clothing, flamboyant hairstyles
and sex earn her the reputation of
a "flyy girl."
'fyree's book is an immediare
attention-grabber. However, the
book, with its catchy title, bold
blue background and bright
drawing of Tracy with her full
gold cwls, gold pyramid-shaped
earrings and thick gold herring
bone, is directed more lO female
readers.
1yree. 24, hopes that Ayy-Girl
will not only increase readership
among black youths but also stop
black women from reading
Nancy Drew books about "Jeff
Moorland" or other white ch:lracters black reooers know nothing
about

Fl>)•Girl follows Tracy fIOm
the ages of 6- to 17-yea,s-old, as
she learns about relationships,
crime. materialism and eventually peMtllli growth.

Tracy becomes promiscuous after her
fruher leaves home because he feels his
wife. Patti, is not giving him the support
he needs. So Tracy uses sexual relationships with men to fill the void her falher
has left behind.
Her view of a healthy relation.wp is
distoncd funher after a conversation she
,,.-,----, has with
h

e

r

mother
about her

Flw-Gir/By
Omar Tyree

father.
Patti tells
Tracy
"... about
those
weeks of
s eduction."
where

s

h

e

"...acted
as if she never cared about his other
girls," so that he'd becotre more intense
with her.
The impact these events have on
Tracy's social life are evident as she
chooses to date only the most exciting,
aaractive and finaooiaJJy successful men
she meelS. Tracy sees each man as a conquest. Once she's conquered him she
becomes bored and must find another
man who's even more impressive and
exciting.
The only man Tracy never tires of is
her first love, Victor Hinson, a local hus-

tier. No matter how many men she has
temporarily fallen for, Victor is her only
auelove.
Tracy's w'eakress fa- not "refusing 10
give it up" is sure to sparlc some intense
conversation among black women.
"Ninety percent of the readers are
female and the sisters were worried about
me, as a man, dogging [Tracy] out,"
1yree said "I'm flavorful, but I'm a passh-e namuor. and I'm 00( trying to prea::h
or editorialize because I want to let the
characters tell the 11.fXy."
It's definitely easy to form opinions
about the characters' actions in Flyy-Girl.
Tracy's final decision about her relationship at the coo of the book is disappointing, but Tyree never tells the reader
whether Tracy's decisions were right or
wrong. It's up to the re.Kier' to decide.
'fyree's creative writing skills realistically pattay the style, attitude and slang
of the 80s. Howe~u. tll:l'C are scenes in
the book wh.lre less detail and description
would actually tell the re.Kier' mac.
Since its release in May I9()3, more
than 1.800 copies of Ff.Y.>'Girl have been
sold in black bookstores in the D.C. and
Philadelphia area. His next book Capital
City • which focuses on the D.C. underworld, could be just as intense and interesting as Flyy-Girl.
1yree will hold a book signing on
Saturday, Oct. 9, at 6 p.m. in The
Blackoom Gallery Lounge at the Armour
J. Blackbum Center.
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SPORTS
By Danette Gerald
Hilltop Staff Writer

With new recruits, updated equi pmen I and an a 11around ,1rongcr program. the
Howard Univer~i1y Swim
1eam. aho kn own as the
Sharks. " back. and members
are preparing for a victorious
,eason.
According 10 swim coach
Jason Senford. a Howard
alumnus and former member
of the university's swim
1earn. there have been many
positive changes since he
became head coac h three
years ago.
"We have gouen improved
equipment and facilities, and
this is the largest sw imming
1eam 1hat we've had in about
10 years," Senford said.
This year's team captains
are Juniors Sherwyn Milteue
and Dara Hamilton. Milleue
was named the team's most
valuable player during his
freshman
year,
while
Hamilton was named team
MVP of the women's team
for the past two seasons.
There have been many
nc" additions 10 the starting

line-up this year, and according to Senford, the new
swimmers are sure 10 contribute to the team's compe1i1ivc edge,
New players expected 10
make an impact are James
Ray and Seana Westacoo.
Ray. a freshman from

make a stro ng s howing for
the women ·s team.
Senford also said that
those who have walked onto
the team will add 10 what is
expected 10 be a productive
season.
"The walk-ons are grently
appreciated, and I know 1ha1
they will
add 10 the
positive
dynamics
of
the
team.,.
Sen ford
~aid.
Over
the past
f C W
weeks,
members
of both
the men's

"This is the largest
swimming team
that we've had in
about 10 years, "
Senford said.

a
Alabama. has been described
by Senford as a versatile athlete. "James can swim any
event or dis1ance," Senford
said.
Wesrncoo, a native of
Jamaica and a transfer student from Alabama A&M
Univers it y. is expected 10

n

d

women's
teams have been in training;
however, official team practice does not begin until
today. Practice will consist of
daily work-outs in the pool
from 4 p.m. 10 6 p.m. and
daily weight training from 6
p.m. until 7:30 p.m.
"The swimmers are much

more athletically and physically fit this year than they
have been in years past,"
Senford said.
The swimmers are now
also
concentrating
on
improving their individual
skills in hopes of building
them up 10 national standards.
This season. the Sharks
will face a demanding schedule that includes tough opponents such as the University
of Maryland al College Park.
Virginia Tech, George
Washington University and
Georgetown University. Both
teams will open their seasons
on Oct. I 6 al a meet at GW.
The men will square off·
against Davidson College.
while the women face the
Colonials of GW.
Like most coaches,
Senford stresses that his
players learn the importance
of lime management.
"It is necessary for student-alhleles to prioritize and
organize their time between
athletics and academics so
1ha1 they remain in good academic standing," Senford
said.

•The Howard University
Football team will hos
Winston-Salem
State
University 10molT()w at I p.m.
The Bison should be well n.-stcd. due to a bye lasl weekend.
The Rums en1er Greene
Stadium coming off a 49-21
lo s 10 perenmal 11,ffiAC po\\erhouse North Carolina A&T.
The series stands at I- 1. with
Howard winning nt home in
I986, 36-7, and Win.~ton-Salem
edging out the Bison 12-7 in
Winston-Salem. Nonh Carolina
in 1985.
•The Lady Spikers Volleyball
1erun is coming off a third place
finish in the 1993 Owl
Invitational
Volleyball
Tournament, which took pluce
at Temple University in
Philadelphia While losing to

Temp e, w o eveotua y won
the tournament. and Lehigh
University, the Lady Spikers
bounced baclt to overpowe
Columbia and Delaware State
Universities. Toaipl tbs Lady

Spikerl will Imel-to

and square of' • Jpt
Bears of Mol'Jan
University. Oame-time ts
scheduled for 7 p.m.

•The Howard University
Soccer team. known as the
Booters, have yet to COIDpele
home territory. This weeken
the Boocers, who at press lime
were 0-~. will head up
Interstate 9S to the New Jersey
'l'echoical Tournament where
they will face !ellll'II from New
Jersey Tech and St. Francis
Uni vcnity.

Women's tennis team serves UDC swift defeat
By Alexl Alexis and Monica
Lewis
Hilltop Staff Wnlers

The Howard l ' niversily
Women·, Tennis ream, who
last spring won their second
consecutive
Mid-Eastern
Athletic
Conference
championship,
opened their
foll season e:u-lier this week

around the coun. returning ball
after ball 10 her UDC opponent. Delia Davis. Jones won
her match, 6-0. 6-0.
Junior Chishona Husband,
playing in the second court
against
Sylvie
E1a1ine,
earned herself a win

Junior Stacy Jackson. team
captain, triumphed over Manhe
Ngono 6-3, 6-0.
Sophomore Nicole Phillips
bear Mayumi /shiane 6-1. 6-2,
while Kimako Jones, also a
sophomore, Josi a tough one 10
Ch:u-amine Wilson, 5-7. 5-7.
In doubles action, the Lady
Bison showed why they are
defending Meac champs, as all
three doubles teams were victorious over their opponents.
The team of Phillips and
freshman
Kimberly
Noningham ousted Mayumi
lshiane and Charamaine
Wilson in straight sets, 6-0. 6-

0.

Delia
Davis
and
Kia
Baskerville, 6-2, 6-3.
LaShawn Jones and Jackson
played a strong match and
overlook Sylvie E1a1inc and
Marthe Ngono 6-0. 6-1.
This weekend. the team will
travel 10 Emmitsburg. Md., and
take part in the Mount SI.
Mary's Invitational Tennis
Tournamem. There, they will
face 10ugh compe1i1ion from
the University of Delaware,
West Virginia, Temple. Mary
Washington.
George
Washington and Mount St.
Mary's universities.
According 10 Phillips, "All
our hard work is paying off."

Husband and Cummins beat

A T T E N T I O N

DON'T PAN C.
YOU CAN
)T LL TAKE
THEG
Think you missed the Graduate Record Exam
deadline? Relax. With the new on-demand GRE:1'
you could be taking the test as early as tomorrow.
And since you choose the date, you can test at your
best. You can even see your score the instant you
finish. Score reports are mailed 10 to 15 days later,
in plenty of time for most school deadlin~. C~ll now
for complete information and instant reg1strat1on.
@Educational Testing Service

~ Sylv~.~~.~!~!,,.S~ters•

1-800-GRE-A.5.A.P.
•

G R. A D . U A T E S

October 6
10am-4pm
Student Resource
Center

JOB OPPORTUNITIES
See your Placement Office for degree
quallftcatlons. And make your plans now to
ll you're looking for a dilTerent kind of talk to TI. A noteworthy opportunlcy witll a
technical career - one that challenges you technological leader could begin with the
from Day One on a variecy of technological note above.
fronts and truly encourages you to share
your thoug)lts and Ideas - start by talking
EXTENDING YOUR REACH
to Texas Instruments in person on your
THROUGH TECHNOLOGY

Talk to Tl!

campus!

Drop by and visit with our key managers - the same professionals who work
on our advanced products and technologies. They'll be on hand to meet you,
answer questions and tell you why they
think Tt:xa.s Instroments is Ille place to be
If you really want to make a difference.

'

♦ TEXAS

INSTRUMENTS ,

Equal opportunlcy employer M/F/0/V.
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EVERY

Tlln~ Mn~~ §<elb@@Il @ff
CC@mmmmtIDJTiln<Caltn@fill~ JF al~~~it
to be held

Thursday, September 23, 1993
7:00 PM
11111
C'lad

II
FtllilII1111

LADIES DRINK FREE
9:JO pM--11 :~O PM

Blackburn Center Ballroom
Reception to Follow
*Piek up Applications Rm. C-122*
School of Communications

Applications Due September 9, 1993
Interviews will Begin September 10, 1993
This is not a Beauty Contest!
All single, intelligent, female,
effective "COMMUNICOLOGISTS"
with 30 Credits
A 2.5 GPA (Undergraduate) or 3.2 GPA
(GRADUATE) are invited to apply!

CIUS) 331-01

(4'"~ }
~

ao

PITCHERS
BBQWINGS

STUDENT LEADERS
WORKSHOP

The winner will represent the School of Communications
in the Miss Howard Pageant.

... let's try this one more time.

EMPOWERMENT = SUCCESS

this is the yearbook.
THE FOCUS:
* CLUB LEADERSHIP*
THE TOPICS:

"'

·MEETING STYLES•
-CONSTRUCTING A CONSTITUTION•
·PARLIAMENTARY PROCEDURE•PUBLIC RELATIONS•
-SUCCESSFUL PROGRAMMING-

this is the yearbook without
your picture.

ALL ORGANIZATIONAL OFFICERS AND MEMBERS
AND
STUDENTS INTERESTED IN
LEADERSHIP SKILLS OR STARTING A NEW CLUB
AREINVITED

?

•

any questions?
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 1993 3:00 TO 6:00
AND

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 29, 1993 5:00 TO 8:00
IN

THE BLACKBURN CENTER READING ROOM

INTERESTED PARTICIPANTS MAY PICK UP AN APPLICATION FORM IN
BLACKBURN, ROOM 117

DEADLINE: SEPTEMBER 24, 1993 5:00 PM

Yearbook photos are now being
taken in the blackburn center basement (music listening room) daily
10am-4pm until september 24.

\
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Are YOU an

great African..American novelist?

Is there a story inside of you burning to get out, onto these pages
so the whole world can l<now the inner you?

'J 'l .r~ J -r ~

J -r· 0 c; '-1 '1 J J {
! ..
.

'

3 £

I

--

.

J J _!j

r'

-

J -J' J J J {

!TI1e HILLTOP will display Howard University's creativity in our special fea l ture to be unleashed in the Sept. 24, issue, and your talents could be fro11t
and center.
: Call or come by The HILLTOP, 2251 Sherman Ave., N.W ., or call 806-6866 a11d
ask for TaMara Holmes.

BACK TO SCHOOL!!!!!

Take ALook At The
New Amsterdam
Apartments.
I :175
Tanya K. Adams

___,..

-·
.
-

.. .
..........

' I■

..,..-_

~

-:

'
r---------------,

Weekly for $2~.00: 1
: Any Hair Services. :
1
I

S'I'. N\\'

We invite you to take advantage of the
accommodations of our totally renovated apartments.

NATURAL MOTION111

~ ·r ,

1◄.,1\llli\lftN'I'

I

•non-chemical

L---------------J

• Dish Washers

Wal~to-Walt Carpeting •
Very Modern Kllchens •

• Central Heat & Air

Woshers & Dryers on Premises •

• Secured Reserved Parking
Spaces AvaDable

Sentex Security System •

• Security On Premises

Mini Blinds •

TANYA AdAM5

NATURAl MoTioN
5}} 2 GEORGiA AvE., NW
WASH., D.C. 2001 l

Call202-265-5359

(202) 72}, 1667

------

-----~---

--

-

Special Student Discount
on Two Bedroom Apartments

-

ea
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ros,:,. Love Demerria
10 Happy Hour ar Chuck & Billy"s School of Business S1uden1 Lounge
Newly renovarcd rooms for renr $300
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· or Ans & c,cnces
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from on allcn:ation 1n G"to11,n Than,
NAAl:I' F'reeaom J<uod Awards Williams Wharton School of Business.
9172 or 896•5343 pager.
•
'--"
~ some
I!ngmeenog
·
·
S1uden1 Counc'1l a1 806-6633 or 80611-•
ror everything Si, \Orlicial) monthi
Banqufl • The Pnnce
Georges Counry Sc hooI o fB usiness
Lounge. 6:OOp m.
worry rree l'artClng!!! Unty ll. /~/day
.. out 1111d reclaim our spots!!! Your
NAACP Branch will hold rhis major Sunday. Sgpl•robcc 26, 1993 .. Meet
or $30.00 monrhly. One block rrom
7009.
Girl. Monica
and counllng. (P.S. WBe 11,on') Love
fundraising evenr ar Marr ins the Chaprer: School of Business
c•mpus at 910 Euclid Sr. NW.
St,lied 1nstruc1ors arc needed 10 reach
Antometre Reiher. I hope you hke ffi,s
Always. Wall-Unit• oy
Crosswinds. 7400 Greenway Cenrer Facully Lounge Professional Attire.
Individually assigned parking. For
yourh in the following areas: aerobics.
beuer than• phone call. You know
Last fnday' "'"' a fun night. Maitai
Drive. in Greenbelt. MD on Friday 2:00 pm
ALL ARE WEL·
more info.• conract Ju:mira Wiley at
raekwoodo. and weighr lifling, I 325 W
you· re my girl. ,o srop rripp,n · !11
Shnmp the Sromach"• delight. Top
Sep!. 24 al 6:30 pm. Dr. Benjamin COME TO ATTENDl!I
(703) 729.7339,
Strcer, NW Tues & Wed between 12•5
Miss Lewi>
"ith cheesecake and a m1dn1gh1 wall
Chavis. NAACP E,eculive Direcror.
Th• Prrshlng Rmes wlli hold a car
One bedroom basemenr apr. w/ den.
pm only.
Happy B1nhday Sh, Robens (91161
holding one anorhcr as .,. talked.
will be the Guesr Speaker. Tickets arc wash In the Englnttrlng Parking Lot
S550/mo. Four blocks from campus at
Make a d,llerence in a chdd 's lile!
from your "'!win"' sister Mon,ca!
$55 for adults and S45 for students. on Sat. Stpt. 18th.
14 J8 Fl.A Ave. N.W. Ameniries Inc.
Volunreers wanred 10 acr as menrors 10
din,s lone, 11215- I hanh for a won•
•
Thank> for being the best big brothrr
Call Carol Malveauz al 301·808•6594.
1be ladles or the ALPHA SWE£1.
Modem kirchen w/d1ning area. w/w
urban youth, Must be caring and com•
derful summer and I hope our relarion•
there ever was.
lo Ali Masrer, & Docroral Graduare HEART COURT or ALPHA PHI
carpeting central air/hear, washer/dryer, mined. Apply in person at YMCA.
ship continues to gro"· Your favorite
From >our hcltJt
Students, Third year Law & Fourrh ALPHA FRATERNITY INC, BETA
like new appliance,. enclosed yard &
1325 W S1ree1, NW. Tues & Wed
girl, P.S. I'll be cheering for you this
Red•hpht D1stnc1-Girl and Stnfe•BOJ
year Medical and Dental Students. The CHAPTER would like to invile all
security ban. For appl 10 show. contact
between !2-5pm only.
weekend.
Graduare Student Assembly wanu to in1eres1ed ladies 10 auend an inrerest
Juanira Wiley ar (703)729•7339.
DJ's needed. AlP-AOP. OLD
DERRY WA I RINS & I HE BISON
We Won!"' HaHa Ha .•. We a11.&1t tltt
provide program suppon 10 you. Please meeting for lh 1994 Sweetheart Coun
Facuhy. Sratl, Graduare or
SCHOOL. ROCKAS, REGGAE.
YEARBOOK STAFF· Thanks again
next challenge ...•
Attenuon: ALPHA WEER wiJI be 1
call us wirh your specific needs. at 806- on Tuesday. September 21, 1993 at
Professional Studenrs . Modem rown•
Submir Demo Tapes To: Omega Psi
for the photo supplie,. We really appre•
6551 or slop by the GSA office. M•F. 7:00 pm in the Blackbum Auditorium.
home: 4 bedroom. 2 112 baths, garage.
Phi Fraremily Inc .• Alpha Chaprer.
dared 11.
held September 26 rhrough October 2
I 1,5, Blackbum Cenrer • Rm 111.
Christian teilowsh,p
near Mcrro. Close 10 campus.
Howard University. P.O. Box 486.
THE HILLTOP STAFF
IENSION ROUND CAMP
A1ten11on ail Howardnes who arc cur• FRIDAY: 7: 30; Carnegie Bldg. prayer. Available immediarely. $1.200
Washington. D.C. 20059. Tapes will
I o Tht Portra,rs o) Ptrpltxlt)'.
TENSION ROUND CAMP
renrly holding Queen 1i1les (ex. Miss restimonies, Bible study.
(202)291·0912.
nor bererurned.
Thanks for your ,uppon. See ya
WILL ALL PICCOLO PLAYERS
California, Miss USA, etc ... ) Please
Speak w116 Power! i'OASIMAS·
3 Howard Srudcn,s looktng for rwo or
Pl rccept1oms1s needed. Flexible
Sunday. Juicy I L.BJ
REPORT TO MAGGOT"S HOUSE
call Monica ar 986-9350 in prepararion TERS; UGL Lee1ure Rm. Thursdays
three other srudenu to share a fur•
hours. Walking distance from campus.
A I !EN I IO!Q ALL ZPB! Q\JCE
!'lie 66 ANGELS ol vee Stittt pre.
for a Prcsidenl"s Reception.
6:00 pm.
nishcd 6 bedroom. 2 bath. 2 kitchen
Apply in person at YMCA. 1325 W
We were our ,n full force at the Pool
,em their all•nire hou~ "atming. blcl
A I I EN I ION!
Ali AO Music Groups 1 Subm11 tapes
house wilh and English basement
Street. NW Tues & Wed between 2·
Pony. I apprcciare your ,uppon and
1tHchool. keg, daqu1ri and Marg■nu
1994 MISS DISTRICT OF COLUM· lo Elsa Lathan for Homecoming New
11.hich has irs own cnrrance. Renr is
5pm only
love you 10 death Ket'p FINTJING the
binhday pany. Sarurda> ar IO p.m.
BIA USA PAGEANT. D.C. Ladies Talent Showcase during Howardlesr.
S325 per srudent and include, all utlh•
wanrcd: Alrcrschool Cfi,idce.rc. 3: 13PATH You know who"
Friends come at 7 foe food If you
between the age, 18-26. Capital Dudline Sep!. 24th. Question,? Coll
tics. Call Bea Carey (202)291•1480.
6pm, Monday through Friday, Need a
Sunliy Ste-cn,on, Mashu p,shu Lmle
wasn't invi1cd then don·t come'
Pageanrs Production Co. is proud 10 806-4510/5932. Ask for Elsa.
Beauufui 3-BR Row House w/rcc.
reliable srudent to drive children home
Frog
HO I I NAKED SOLIIJERS
announce the official preliminary to the
A I I EN I ION ALL PACEAN I'
room & original Victorian inrerior.
from school and provide afler•school
Eagles Ian• I here arc 14 games !eh.
att here to wreck-shop. BEWARE!
narionally relevised 1994 Miss USA COORDINATORS You musr submir
Bloomingdale area, move-in condirion.
childcare. Please conract Mn. King ar
We"ll be back' Also. my friend hkes
ROBVN A.ANO IAJOAN \\. I
Pageanr.lf you have what it takes and your conresrants names 1111d 1.0. #'s to
Must see. Ideal for family or srudent
(202)829•7272(H). After 6pm.
Dallas. 100! Cowboys fan
HOPE YOUR BIRTHDAYS WERl
would like 10 compele in this year"s be approved and verified through the
renral inves1men1. SI 16.500. 202·832·
Dupont Circle Cale seeks wa,rers and
Usly- Happy 19ffi• We"\e become ffie
NICE ONES.
competirion and appear for a special office or S1uden1 Activities by 9127/93,
1845.
waitress for PT and FT day shifts.
best of friends in such a ,hon rime
SKARONDA
audition taping consideration as a star For more info call 8()6.7000,
8 rooms lor rent $213 to SJ()(l. Near
Experience preferred. Apply in person
(Than, to a ccnain pe"onl) Hope your
search spokesmodel. call 1•800-854•
At JEN I ION, A 11 EN I ION. I&
Howard! 4 available now! 4 ovailable
1517 Conn. Ave. NW.Tuesdays at
binhday •• the '"eetrn? LIi, ya. Tanya
3160 or 301-808-4193 for an inter• Hilltop is running a srory on Lesbians
J().J-93. Clean & Large (202)588·
7:00pm.
I REF ONRY CA I says OUN' I
view.You don't want to miss rhis oncampus. lfyouarconeorhaveany
1281,Adama
DupontC,rcieCaleseelisPI or Fl
SLEEP Just 13morcdaysand 13more
opportunity!!! Capirol pageants conlribution. please call 806-4736 and
FOR REN I: 2 Bedroom Apanmenr.
noor managemcnr rrainee. Musi be able nires Only at Chuck and Billy's. Sept
Producrions Co. 1440 Rock Creek ask for Valarie. Your identity will be
newly renovared. cenrral air condition•
10 work weekend. Two years of waiter
30, 1993 MEOW
Ford Rd ..NW Suire 302. Wash .• DC prorccrcd. Thank you.
ing, W/W carper. furnished. excellenr
uperience ~uired. Apply in person ar
welcome back <orors and lrat Zeta
20011
Flrst Louisiana Club Mttling,
security, new appliances. 2 blocks from
I 517 Conn. Ave. NW. Tuesdays at
Ph, Beta Sigma. Love CC 5•A·93
Recogmud S111den1 Organmmons: A Seprember 21. 1993; 136 Douglass
Mcdical•Dcnral Sthools. ldcal for seri•
7:00pm.
Zera Phi Beta Sigma Welcome b>ck
srudent activities calender for Sept. will Hall 5:30 pm. Topic: Elections. All
ous s111den1s. Price from $350.00 per
Dupont Circle Cale S<:CkS a Fl bar·
Peace, EE·ll•KEE. Maya 3-A-93
be coming soon. Please submir to Ms. those inreresred in running for posirions month. Call anytime:• (202) 723--4646.
tender. Some experience preferred.
Dear Gilli Elizabeth Sa,ley. I lieard
uslie Haniell Lewis or call 1806-7000 please call (202) 884-1448.
Lease & security deposit required.
Apply in person at I 517 Conn. Ave.
)OU have adventure onto a journey I
for suite 117 for more information.
Attenuon Ali Students and Sta11.
FOR RE.!' I: Renovated Furnished
NW.
did not get a chance to ~peak with you
loin ffie Brothers of Omega Psi Phi please attend the 1993 Miss School or
Rooms: • central air condirioning, W/W
AC 11 VIS I: I ,red ol asking your parbefore you left. So I am wriring thi, Jet•
Fraternity , Inc., Alpha Chapter in Communicarions Pagcanr. to be held
carpet, furnished. excellenr security.
ents for money. . Here is a chance 10
ter 10 say goodbye. It scems to be unre•
the fighr againsr AIDS during "Aids from 7:00 · 9:00pm in the Blackbum
new appliances, washer/dryer. Prices
become independenl. financially srable,
al that you wenr •"'•>··Gail.I know
Walk Washingron.. on Saturday Ballroom. Tickets can be purchased al
from $295/mo. Call anytime: (202)723• and a political activist all in one call.
enrenainment wa< your fone You
September 18. 1993. 8a.m .. at Freedom Cramron Box Office for jusr $2.00!
4646. Lease and security deposit
Come join the CLEC Canvass Nerwork
always gave pure J0kcs. one aller the
Plaz.a.
There will be• reception following the
required.
and fight for: -National Health Care
nexr. !!\en though you did nor gel your
I he Brothers of Omega Psi Phi pageant
C
1214 18th Sf. N.W.
·
.:>tKVILh
• A leaner Environmcm - Civi1
degree to practice as an cotenainmcnt
(1 tjoJl S. Ol ~ COdl, airw Ol
l Cn. Ml
Fraternity, Inc., Alpha Chapter. pre•
FOR RENt
PROFESSIONAL vCR REPAIR. •
Rights & Women·s Rights Call today
lawyer. you would h.-e been one of
sent IIII1.Lof a four pan lecrure series
14'1R & BUCHANAN- room avail•
Srereo hook•up. Sma II app1·11111ce repair. (202)828 •090•
tor Into: 202-29~9293
,. n ex hou,., EO E. Dup.
the best. Oh. don·r ger )OUr w1<ked
on Friday Sept. 17, I 993. Brorher able in s1>3cious group house.
Call Jolln at (202} 234-0840 or 882Cir
Larry Fn,cman will ,peak on environ- washer/dryer. dish washer. yard on bus
5845
·
PERSONALS
PICKUP STUDE.NT
mental racism at 7:00 pm in rhe line. S275 • S375. (202)462•5106 KL
FOR SALE
rfi,s special 6,n&lay wish gocsto my
TRAVEL FROM 9-10-93
Blackbum
Ccoter "Forum Room" .
ASSOCIATES
DISCOON I FORNI I OR£: Desks.
Moscow Love in Jamaica. Dean
6
XI I 0~ Ni 1UN• c~ 1 uurN
"A
~ Is uv
•
~ • H11, l. · rr,
~ anmng •➔ -E J bed •
cha',rs. boo"·h
., e 1ves, tables. files. sofas.
Williams. rm saving forever for you.
ARTS & SCIENCES The Miss Ans room Townhouses. fireplace, CAC.
beds. dressers, Jiving room sets, &
Love You. Sbanazz
& Sciences pageant will be held washer & dryer, parking. yard. S895.
more. Delivery. Buy or rent. 301·699lo the LNConn Crew, we reached •
11
11
Tuesday, Seprember 28, I 993. ar S1350+ KL ASSOCIATES (202)462•
1778.
we reached ii. we reached rhe next
7:30pm in Cram ton Auditorium. A 5106
jj" color RCA telev,s,on lor sale.
level. IT"S ALL GOOD!!! KB
reception will be immediarely followNMSRAW • Cozy 3 bedroom 1.3
$120 or best offer. contaet Kim
ing. Please come out and suppon the barbs Townhouse, CAC, fireplace,
332•U48 in 222 West Tower
con1cstants !!! The winner will rcpre- deck. unfinished basement. S900.00.
sen, the College of Ans & Sciences in KL ASSOCIATES (202) 462•5106
the Miss Howard Pageant
BROORLANDINF. Spacious I bed·
CAY SI ODEN IS 1s0 studencs 10 room & efficiency npu, laundry room
revive Howard"s GAY/Bl STUDENT on premise. convenienr to H.U .•
CQJ
ORGANIZATION! If you"re Gay/Bi Catholic U. Shopping & MerroS425.
& our.PLEASE call 202/466, J677 & S 495 incl. u1ili1ies, KL ASSOC!•
leave detailed message (confidenrial!) ATES (202)462-5106.
Gwtanlee at INllt 6 non-i.defaJ
PEACE!
CAPMLDN£. Spacious I BR &
80U1'0118 of echolarahlp aid year
1 he Piner Women of Alpha efficiency apts, w/w, ale parking, near
around or money bad<.
Cbapttr, Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc. merro $450-$495 incl. bear KL ASSQ.
invite ALL LADIES 10 the Iced Tea CIATES202•462•5106.
For applicatlo,, write:
Mi>er, Seprember 17. 1993. 7:20 pm,
Nicely Funushed Room. S111dcnt
The Blackbum Gallery Lounge.
Environment. Near Howard University.
American FlnanciaJ Aid SelVloee
FLORIOA CLUB MEE IINC Washer/Dryer $300 month including
2100 First St., Nw. Waahlngb1,
PLACI!: Douglass Hall Rm I 16 TIME: utilities, (202) 291-2248.
DC 20001 or can 202-462•794t
Friday, Sepr. 17th at 5:00pm.
ROOMS FOR RtNI' irom 1350.
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ADMIT 2

1 WE FUNDING
AVAIIABLE

''SHOOT HOOPS NO'I GUNS"

S2SO close 10 school, nice neigbbor-

Wilh the brothers of Omega 1'$i Phi on
Saturday Seprember 18, 1993 from
10:00am -3:00pm at the Richard
England Boys &Girls Club.
4103 Benning Road. NE Washington.
DC.

XIIENIION!!! Allsrudcntsmtcresrcd in becoming H.U. Srudcnt
Ambassadors for th 93.94 school year.
please auend our workshop. D•te: Sepr
20.22: Time: 6•9pm: Place: Blackbum
Center Forum.

,.

Auenuont!! Ifie M1\S School ol
Communications Pageant has been
moved 10 Seprember 30, 1990. Same
place: Blackbum Ballroom. Same
time: 7:00. Jusr a differenr day, so be
there!!!

Howard Omvcrsuy Chapter NAACP
is accepting applications for Committee
Ch.\irperson. lnreresred? Call Shalon ar
462-2620

Howard Onwcrsny Cliapter NAACP
will bold its Fim General Body
Meeting Thursday. Sept 23 Hlllrop
Lounge 6:30pm.

Sigma damma Rho Soromy, Inc.
Alpha Phi Chapter congrarulare rhc
winner of the rames and thank all those
who panicipated in donn rag and male•
iog it o great success

I be lnfcmaUonal Fraiem1fy of
Delta Sigma Pl Iota Chapltr Preunts
DELTA SIGMA Pl WEEK,
~ptember 20, 1993 thru Stpt,mber

u, 1993

Monday,
Scpccmbc:r 20, 1993 ''Investing In Real
Esrare.. Mr. Fredrick Grime.1, Savvy
Deal Real !!stare. School or Bu,incss
Student Lounge.

Iuadax, Sc 0irrol>ec 21, 199:l

.. Diversiry In The Workplace'" Dr.
Gwendolyn Lacey Professor, School of
Business School of Business Studcnr

I.

